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Preface

Cultural beliefs and attitudes about what it means to be female

or male influence all of u.;. Recently, beliefs about what females

can and should do have been changing. Beliefs about male roles

are changing too. Students need an opportunity to examine them-

selves in a new light--and make decisions about their lives.

This program, Fair Play: Developing Self-Concept and Decision-

Making Skills in the Middle School, has two main purposes: to

expand each student's female or male self-concept, and to increase

each student's decision - making capabilities. Because of the recent

emphasis on teaching basic skills in the schools, a third focus
.,

of the program is to improve students' academic abilities and

skills. Specifically, the program goals areas follows:

To.help students expand their self-concept in relation to
their female or male identity, including their role behavior,

.1.-

personality traits, and occupational aspirations and
expectations

To increase students' self-confidence and participation in
making decisions

To increase students' academic achievement by helping students
change stereotypic attitudes toward P.ITTIFular content areas
and alerting them to the relationship between subject matter
and occupational opportunity

Program units are a series of five student texts and six teacher's

guides designed to supplement components of the present curriculum.

In each of these units, students have the opportunity to discover

information that can enable them to expand their female or male

self-concepts. Students are encouraged Lo examine stereotypes

about what girls or boys "are like" and what girls or boys "s%ould

do." Students then have the opportunity to make personal and

group decisions based on the knowledge they have gained.

vii
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The units, which focus on specific skills, are as follows:

Decisions and You--a 12-lesson prerequisite decision-making
unit in which students learn personal and group, decision -
making skills (student text and teacher's guide)

Decisions about Rolesa 20-lesson social studies unit in
which students find out how roles change over time and how
people can choose and define their roles (student text any--
teacher's guide)

Decisions about Languagea 20-lesson language arts unit in
which students compare and analyze female and male language
(student text and teacher's guide)

Decisions about Mathematics--an 18-lesson math unit in which
students learn how to collect and interpret quantitative
data while examining economic and career-related issues
about females and males (student text and teacher's guide)

Decisions about Science--a 17-lesson science unit in
which students examine female and male characteristics and
behaviors in relation to genetics and environment (student
text and teacher's guide)

Decisions about Physical Activitya 29-lesson physical
education unit in which students participate in a physical
fitness program deigned to improve students' fitness skills
and attitudes toward physical activity (teacher's guide)

The teacher's guide for each unit contains not only the student

materials but also detailed annotations to aid the teacher in

planning and presenting each lesson.

a
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Introduction

The purpose of this unit, Decisions about Mathematics, is to give

students the opportunity to develop data collection skills. In

the unit, students use these skills to examine female and male

differences in attitudes toward math, choice of careers, and

treatment in the labor force.

Studies show that both girls and boys, especially as they move into

adolescence, view math as a male domain. A major reason for this

attitude is that parents and teachers influence girls and boys

differently in relation to math achievement. For example, parents

often buy more math-related games for sons than for daughters,

expect nigher levels of math achievement from sons than from

daughters, and offer more explicit rewards to sons than to daughters

who learn math. 2esearch indicates that when authority figures give

girls the message that girls are not expected to be interested in

or excel in math, it is easier for girls to disregard their own

interests and inclinations than to challenge the authority figure.

As a result of this differential treatment, girls take fewer math

courses than boys, thereby lowering girls' chances of meeting pre-

requisite requirements for areas such as statistics and engineering.

Because they often act according to stereotypes they've learned

about females and males, girls (and boys) may make choices about

their future for which they may be rewarded presently, but punished

later in the form of low pay, and jobs and lifestyles they don't

enjoy.

American culture today is undergoing changes that have tremendous

social and economic implications. Students need to be given the

chance to rethink their options as females and males and to expand

those options in a way that will increase their chances for ful-

fillment, both socially and economically.
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In this unit, students have the chance to examine these attitudinal

and economic issues through the use of data collection skills.

The 18 lessons in this unit, which take between four and five

weeks to complete, are grouped into three parts.

In Part I, Math and Money, students are introduced to the issues

outlined above.

In Part II, Collecting and Analyzing Data, students learn data

analysis skills such as averaging; determining ratios and percents;

_mounding; and constructing and interpreting pictographs, histo-

grams, line graphs, and circle graphs. The students use these

skills to collect and analyze information about female and male

economic issues.

In Part III, Your Future, students are given the opportunity to use

the information they've discovered to think about their own career

options and their attitude toward math.

TEACHING THE UNIT

To implement these lessons, you will need an appropriate number of

copies of the student text, a teacher's guide (which includes pre-

tests and posttests), and an Implementation Handbook.

The unit is designed so that teachers can use it in one of three

ways. First, the lessons can be used sequentially, on a daily

basis, which will require four to five weeks. Second, the lessons ,

can be interspersed in the regular curriculum program over a

longer period of time. Third, individual lessons or series of

lessons can be used in conjunction with particular topics at

appropriate points. The way the lessons are Used should be based

pon the. needs of students, other curricular priorities, and class-

room time constraints.

x
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Because the unit is structured according to,a decision-making

model, it is strongly suggested that the lessons used be sequenced

to allow student involvement in all, four decision phases. Other-

wise, the decision-making impact of the unit will be lost. A

sample sequence for a class not using the entire unit might be

two lessons from Part I, five lessons from Part II,,, and one or

two lessons from Part III. In this way, students will have com-

pleted lessons from each part. The lessons chosen should work

smoothly together, be appropriate for the particular level and

age of the students, and relate to the present curriculum.

As a guide to using the lessons with different levels of students,

three possible approaches to the lesson are outlined under Teaching

Suggestions in the Teacher Overview for each lesson. Level 1 is

the minimal course; activities it this level can often be oral

instead of written, and the approach should allow relatively

more time for reinforcerilerit. Level 2 is the regular course. And

Level 3 is the enriched course; the approach at this level often
...

includes additional activities on, the assumption that students can

more quickly master the skills in the minimal and/or regular course

and proceed to expand their skills in other activities.

In general, Level 1 refers'to sixth-grade students, Level 2 to

seventh-grade students, and'Level 3 to eighth-grade students. How-

ev0:, the ability abd motivation of children vary greatly from

region to region and from school to school. Care should be taken

to choose a level that seems appropriate for your' particular

classroom In many cases during field testing, for example, sixth-

grade students easilworked through Level 2 activities. Activ -

ities, then, should e scheduled and presented in the way that

seems best for your class.

Since the emphasis of these materials is on the affective as

well as the cognitive thinking process, it is essential that you

the teacher create a climate of acceptance in which the students
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feel free to express a variety of viewpoints. In many instances,

questions have no right or wrong answers. Eliciting from the

students their honest, thoughtful answers to these questions is

necessary for the unit to be a success.

l'ou are encouraged to make a special effort to ensure that a large

proportion of both female and male students participate in the

activities, discussion, and decision making.

Many of the activities can be done by students individually.

Sometimes the text indicates that an activity should be done with

partners or in small groups. In general, activities should be

done in the way that seems most appropriate for your students and

classroom organization. If activities are done in small groups,

you should circulate among the groups to help those who may have

difficulty. (See page xvii for tips cn small-group management.)

MATERIALS

Student Materials

In each lesson, students participate in a variety of activities,

including reading the text and answering questions (with or

without partners), and participating in class discussions, small-

group activities, and role-playing.

The evaluation exercise at the find of many lessons is called a

Flight Check. Flight Checks may be used as small quizzes for

grading purposes, as tests if the evaluation activities for

several lessons are accumulated, or as self-evaluation activities
...

for students' information only. Lessons in the first and last

parts of\the unit do not have a Fligh_ Check, since the main obl

jective of these lessons is either exploration or personal and

group decision making.

.12
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Teacher's Guide

The teacher's guide contains the student text and annotated

material for your use and convenience. Each lesson is preceded

by a Teacher Overview that indicates the lesson's duration,

purpose, student objectives, vocabulary, and background informa-

tion. Some lessons may need more time than that specified,

depending on their level of difficulty, students' level of in-

volvement, and use of optional activities. In the teacher's

guide, the answers to student questions are included within each

lesson.

Unit Performance Test

In order to determine students' level of readiness before begin-

ning the unit, you will need to administer the unit pretest (Unit

Performance Test). At the completion of the unit, you should

readminister the test to determine how much students have pro-

gressed and in what areas they need additional assistance. The

pretest/posttest, as well as the answers, is included 14, the back

of the teacher's guide.

Implementation Handbook

The Implementation Handbook is designed to assist the school--its

faculty, students, and administrators, as well as students'

parents--in carrying out the basic goals of the Fair Play program.

For your convenience, the handbook is designed as a reference.

Sections addressed to both teachers and administrators involved in

the program include Program Goals, Description of Units, and

Program Evaluation. A section entitled Administering the Program

specifically addresses administrative concerns, while the section

Teaching the Program contains material particularly useful for

teachers.

xiii 13
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You will probably make the most use of the handbook while you are

planning implementation of the program. But keep it handy through-

out, for use in clarifying particular aspects of the program.

RESOURCES

The following print resources were used in developing this unit

and may be useful sources for teachers desiring further informa-

tion. The audiovisual materials listed in this section may be

used at appropriate points in the unit to heighten student

interest and reinforce learning.

Print Materials

Baur, Gregory, and George, Linda Olsen. Helping Children Learn
Mathematics: A Competency-Based Laboratory Approach.
Menlo Park, Calif.: Cummings Publishing Co., Inc., 1976.

Ernest, John. Mathematics and Sex. Santa Barbara, Calif.:
University of California, 1976.

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. Women and Poverty. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, June 1974. Staff
report.

U.S. Department of Labor. The Earnings Gap between Women and Men.
Washingtoh, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment
Standards Administration, Women's Bureau, 1976.

U.S. Department of Labor. 1975 Handbook on Women Workers.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment
Standards Administration, Women's Bureau, 1975. Bulletin 297.

U.S. Department of Labor. "Occupational Earnings of Men and Women."
Monthly Labor Review. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
Labor, Women's Bureau. April 1982. Pp. 25-31.

U.S. Department of Labor. Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1978-79
Edition. Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1978.

U.S. Department of Labor. Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1982-83
Edition. Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1982.
Bulletin 2200.

U.S. Department of Labor. U.S. Working Women: A Databook.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 1977. Bulletin 1977.
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Audiovisual Materials

Listings

Nonprint Resources in Women's Educational Equity. Princeton, N.J.:
Educational Testing Service, 1978. 243 pages. For sale by
the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Of-
fice, Washington, D.C. 20402. Stock number 017-080-01836-5.

Positive Images: A Guide to Nonsexist Films for Young People.
Produced by Linda Artel and Susan Wingraf, 1976. 176 pages.
Available from Booklegger Press, 555 29th Street, San Fran-
cisco, Calif. 94131.

Women and Work--New Options: A Guide to Nonprint Media. Produced
by Linda Artel, 1979. 76 pages. Available from the Women's
Educational Equity Communications Network, operated by the
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
1855 Folsom Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94103.

Films

But What Can a Girl DoA .series. Film showing eight interviews with
American working women. Available from Westinghouse Learning
Corp., 100 Park '.venue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Cinderella Is Dead! Filmstrip, with cassettes, of women in the
labor market. Shows effect of the mass media on sex roles and
alternatives now open to women. Sale $17. Available from
National Education Nssociation, 1202 16th Street, NW,
Washington, D.C. 20035.

I'm Going to Be . . . an Engineer. 15-minute color film (1977)
designed to intorm and interest both girls and boys, blacks and
whites, in engineering. Rental $17, sale $205. Available from
Universal Education, 100 Universal Plaza, Universal City,
Calif. 91608.

Jobs in the City: Women at Work. Produced by Douglas MacDonald.
11-minute color film (1972) showing women in a wide variety of
nontraditional and traditional jobs. Sale $165, rental- -
inquire. Available from Centron Educational Films, Lawrence,
Kan. 66044.

The Math-Science Connection. 18-minute color film, 16mm (1980)
----documenting high-interest programs that encourage females to

prepare for math and science careers. Sale $115, rental
(3.days) $8. Videotape cassette (color, 3/4"); sale $32,
rental (3 days) $5. Available from WEEA Publishing Center,
Education Development Center, 55 Chapel Street, Newton,
Mass. 02160.
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New Entrepreneurs. 11-minute color film showing a portrait of
Denise Cobb, the founder of a company providing services to
people who travel a lot in their jobs. Sale $175, rental-
inquire. Available from ACT Films, Inc., 34 west 45th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10036.

New Horizons for Women. Color filmstrip, with cassette, showing
new career opportunities for women, and the job discrimination
women face. Sale $28. Available from Pathescope Educational
Media, Inc., 71 Weyman Avenue, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10802.

Other Women, Other Work. Produced by Joan Churchill and Janie
Kennedy. 20-minute color film (1973) showing women working
in stereotypically male occupations. Available from Extension
Media Center, 2223 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, Calif. 94720

Women in the World of Work. 15-minute color film showing six
women in nontraditional jobs discussing their work. The jobs
are test engineer, filmmaker, scientist, congresswoman,
housing inspector, and NASA emploee. Rental $17.50, sale
$175. Available from Vocational Films, 111 Euclid Avenue,
Park Ridge. Ill. 60068.
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TIPS ON SMALL-GROUP MANAGEMENT

Although getting students to work in small groups can be frustrat-

ing for you and sometimes unproductive, it can also be rewarding,

both socially and academically, for your students. Here are some

suggestions to help you and the students have successful experi-

ences with small-group work.

Advance Preparation

Make sure you know exactly what you want students to accomplish in

their groups, and make sure you have enough materials for each

group.

Organizing Students into Groups

In gen..:al, assign students to groups instead of allowing them to

choose their own. This way, you will avoid the prospect of

cliques working together all of the time, some students being

left out, or all of the high achievers or low achievers being

in one group. You can assign students in one of two ways:

(a) randomly group them, having them count off or having them

choose cards marked with numbers or symbols for each group; or

(b) arrange the groups so that they are balanced for race, sex,

skill level, and compatibility.

When you randomly group students or balance the groups, explain to

the students why they are doing small-group work: 'YOU want them to

learn how to work with one another, respect one another, and learn

from one another; you want them to get to know everyone else in

the class; and you want them to work seriously on the problem at

hand. Emphasize that working in groups is an extremely important

life skill. Be sure to let students know that you do not expect

them to be perfect at group work in the beginning. It takes

practice and certain skills. It's serious business!

4
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Make sure the students know exactly where each group is to work.

Put three to five students in each group. The groups should be

small enough so that everyone can easily participate.

Guidelines for What Happens in the Groin

Be firm and explicit about what you expect from the students.

Establish rules for group work and make sure everyone understands

the rules. Have the students help you in establishing these limits

for effective group work. Emphasize that everyone is expected to

contribute to the group and to listen respectfully to every other

group member's ideas.

Be sure to tell students specifically what you expect them to

produce from their work in the group.

You can assign a group leader, tell the group to choose one, or

simply allow a leader to emerge within each group. You may choose

each of these strategies at different times. It is often helpful

to have a group recorder.

Set a time limit for the work. If you expect the students to accom-

plish several things, break up the task into small tasks and time

spgmpnts. Yon might sav: "I want each group to list 'Past

three reasons why so few women work as physicists. You have five

minutes to complete this assignment. When you have agreed on

three reasons, I will give you the second part of your assignment.

Okay, your five minutes begin now." Then circulate among the

groups. Help groups if they need it and be ready to hand them

(or verbally explain)'the next part of their assignment when they

are ready. As much as possible, keep to your time limits. Some-

times you will need to extend the limit if you have underestimated

the difficulty of the assignment or students' degree of interest

in it. When you allow more time, set another specific limit.
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Circulate among the groups, and interact with them. If a group

is having problems, try to help by providing hints, asking

questions, or giving feedback about how the group members are

working together.

Provide students with instruction in ways to cooperate, come to

agreement, generate ideas, solve conflicts, assume responsibility,

and respond to one another. Discuss and have students practice

the following productive group behaviors: (a) giving ideas and

information; (b) encouraging other group members to share by

asking them for information, ideas, opinions, or feelings;

(c) actively listening; (d) clarifying and making connections;

and (e) checking to see if the group agrees on an idea.

Collect the results, or have the students share with the class the

results of their group work. Be sure to have a procedure for stu-

dents to follow in cleaning up and in returning any materials used.

Evaluation

To emphasize the importance of group work, you can assign grades

based on students' efforts to work together and the excellence of

their product. Group cooperation and responsibility to the group

can be rewarded by assigning to all students in the group the

same grade. Provide frequent opportunities for groups to evaluate

how their members have worked together. In addition, provide

students with feedback about how you think group members have

worked together.

15
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To you,
the

student:

What
is your

attitude

toward
mathematics?

Do you
think

math
is only

for
geniuses?

Do you

enjoy
using

math,
or are

you
afraid

of math?
Do

you
think

math
is mostly

for
boys?

Does
math

fit
into

your
future

career
plans?

If you
have

a negative

attitude

toward
math,

you

are
limiting

your
choices.

For
example,

many
girls

think
math

is for
boys,

so they
don't

work
to be

successful

in math..

As a result,

later
in life,

these
girls

are
often

limited

to a small
number

of job
choices.

In this
unit,

you
will

have
an opportunity

to rediscover

math.
You

will
use

math
to collect

information

about

yourself,

your
friends,

and
your

family.

You
will

find

out
the

importance

of math
in preparing

both
girls

and

boys
for

many
different

careers.

In the
final

part
of the

unit,
you

will
have

a chance

to use
math

to make
decisions

about
yoiir

life.



Math and Money
TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 1
=1111=IW

Part 1

Duration: One class period

Purpose: To help students explore their attitudes about math

Student Objectives:

To compile a questionnaire concerning attitudes about
math and then analyze the results in terms of female
and male responses

To hypothesize about factors that influence the attitudes
of girls and boys toward math

Teaching Suggestions:

All levels: All activities

Vocabulary: No new words

Evaluation Activity: None

Background:

The following are the main points of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize them as often as appropriate.

Students' attitudes toward math affect their performance
in math.

More boys than girls take math courses in high school.

Many people feel that math is a subject for males. This
attitude affects the enrollment of females in math
courses and limits their access to careers.

The way girls and boys are raised affects their attitude
toward, and ability in, math.
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Lesson 1: Girls and Boys in Math
Activity A:
Do you like math?

Do you enjoy math? How about your

classmates--which of them enjoy math?

How many of them are going to take math

throughout high school?

5 22



Lesson 1

Suggestions for Activity A At the
beginning of the activity. ask the
students to complete the question-
wire individually. Than tabulate
the information for all students on
the chalk board.

One method of obtaining the data
for tabulation is to read the ques-
tion aloud and request a show of
hands for all boys who answered
yes to Ili" question. Then proceed
to the other columns and complete
the data for all the questions in
this manner.

To find out the answer to these questions,

first answer each question below. Answer

with us, no, or undecided. Then, your

teacher will tally girls' and boys' responses.

A-1 Do you like math?

A-2 Do you get good grades in math?

A-3 Do you plan to take at least three
math courses in high school?

A-4 Do you think boys are better than
girls at math?

A-5 Would you seriously consider preparing
for a career in math?

Look at the tally of answers in your class.

Then answer the following questions.

A-6 Do more males or females enjoy
math?

A-7 Do more males or females get good
grades in math?

A-8 Do more males or more females plan to
take at least three math courses in
high school?

A-9 Do more males or more females think
that boys are better than girls at
math?

A-10 Do more males or more females plan to
prepare for careers in math?

6



Activity B (discussion):
Female and male attitudes toward math

B-1 Discuss possible reasons for your
answers to A-6 through A-10.

B-2 Research shows that, as girls grow older,
they tend to stop taking math. What do
you think is the reason that girls change:

a. Because they are not good at math?

b. Because they think they won't need
math--since they plan to get married
and not work?

c. Because they are told math is a
male subject?

B-3 What are some differences in the way
boys and girls are raised? What are
some differences in the courses they
take? Can thege differences explain
why boys take math courses more often?
If so, how?

rr
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134 Answers for A6 and A.7. More
boys than girls may enjoy math,
even though grls often get better
grades in math than bogs do in muddle
schocs Many people perceive math as
a male area. Ow society nas stereo-
typed males as more logical land
there ore more mathematical/ than
females Studies show that males
are mot better in maththey are
lust better trained. For example,
boy - shouts receive training In map
heading and making rope bridges,
wnereas girl scouts often are not
trained in these skills Also, in
some studies, scores on spatial
relation tests were positively corre-
lated with the number of years of
training in mechanical drawing
another traditionally male area.

Answers for A8 Studies show
that a much smaller proportion of
girls than boys take four years of
high school math. Girls then often
find it harder to major In math-
related areas in college.

Answers for A-9 Studies show
that both females and males
perceive math to be a male domain.
These attitudes arise from cultural
stereotypes about "appropriate"
female and male activates and
careers. Now that more and more
women are moving into the labor
force, many of these stereotypes
are being questioned by both fe-
males and males and are being
proven wrong.

Answers for A10 Even though
many girls make good grades In
math, they do not choose math.
related careers en high school,
girls often feel peer and parental
pressure to take other courses and
prepare for traditionally female
careers

8.2 Many gel: moil. is o suweet
for males, and in their adolescence
and young adulthood they feel
Pressure to conform to societal
stereotypes about inappropriate
female activity. Asa result, they
etcher choose not to prepare for
a career at all, or at least avoid
careers that require a math tack.
ground Girls need to think about
the realities of female adulthood.
One of these realities is that nine
out of ten women will work at
least 25 years of their lives.

B3 Boys have many more chances than
girls to develop visualspatial
since boys are given mechanical
toys (instead of dolls) to play with,
are encouraged to explore the out-
doors, and are encouraged to take
courses like mechanical drawing
Girls, on the other hand, are often
encouraged to be polite, to engage
on more passive activities, and to
take courses like home economics.



Lesmwal

C-1 through C-3 See 8.2 and 8-3.

C4 Sample answers. because they are
good at it, because they are en-
couraged to like math, because
their family members and friends
enjoy math, because they'have been
encouraged to do activities requir-
ing visual-spatial skills and other
math skills

C.5 Sample answers: because they are
encouraged to be afraid of math,
because their family members and
friends are afraid of math, because
they have not beeri encouraged to
do activities requiring visual-spatial
skills and other math skills ,

C6 Teachers. friends, parents

Activity C:
Reasons for feelings

Form a group with three or four other

students. Choose a group recorder to

write your group's answers. Discuss the

following questions. Then present your

group's answers to the class.

C-1 In what ways are boys and girls raised
differently? What activities are boys
encouraged»to do? What activities are
girls encouraged to do?

C-2 What courses are gils encouraged to
take? Are boys encouraged to take the
same courses?

C-3 Look at your answers for C-1 and C-2.
Can these differences determine whether
someone is, good at math or likes math?
Explain.

C-4 What are some reasons people may enjoy
math?

C-5 What are some reasons people may be
afraid of math?

C-6 What people influence your attitude
toward math?

8



TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 2

Duration: One class period

Purpose: To help students become aware of economic issues
relating to differential treatment of females and
males

Student Objectives:

To state personal opinions about issues that concern
traditional and nontraditional female and male roles

To hypothesize about why inequalities exist between
working women and working men

To hypothesize about the relationship of mathematics
to careers and salaries

Teaching Suggestions:

All levels: 411 activities

Vocabulary: No new words

Evaluation Activity: None

Background:

The following are the main points of the lesson. Make
sure to emphasize therti as often as appropriate.

Society has certain opinions about appropriate roles
for women and men. These opinions affect the actions
of individnals.

Men generally earn more money than women do because of
factors such as amount and type of education, work
exp=tieace, job selection, and sex discrimination.

An increasing number of women work outside the home.

An increasing number of jobs require math backgrounds.



Lesson 2: Females and Males
Making Money

Activity A:
Females and males in society

In the last lesson, you discovered

differences in female and male attitudes

toward math. You tried to think of reasons

for these attitudes.

You probably discovered that girls and boys

are often treated differently while growing

up. Boys are often encouraged to play with

mechanical toys, to explore the outdoors,

and to take courses such as shop and mechan-

ical drawing. Girls, on the other hand, often

play with dolls and are taught things like

cooking.

What about adults? Are there differences in

what female and male adults like and do?

Are there differences in the way female and

male adults are treated by society?

In this lesson, you will think about these

questions. In the following lessons, ynu

will use mathematics to gather information

about these questions.

21
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Lesson 2

A.1 Traditional lobs for women include
teaching, nursing, clerical or secre-
tarial work, waotressing, house.
keeping (paid and unpaid), and
other service lobs.

Trawt,onal jobs for men include
all jobs except traditionally female
jobs.

A.2 More than 20 years, the number
is increasing due to divorce and
the high cost of loving. Nine out
of ten women work 25 years full
time. Students should be aware
that many womer who don't plan
to work end up in financial dd.
ficulty or become trapped in low-
paying jobs.

Form a group with four or five other

students. Read the questions below and

discuss each one carefully. Have your

group recorder write your group's answers.

A-1 In the past, our society had strict
opinions about what jobs women should
hold and what jobs men should hold.
Give examples of these jobs.

A-2 How many years do you think adult
women work outside the home--less than
10 years, 10 to 20 years, or more than
20 years?,-

10
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Lesson 2

A-3 In general, women are paid less than
men. Why do you think this situation
exists? (Think about these factors:
amount of education, amount of math
and science background, areas of study
in college, sex discrimination.)

A-4 Why do many women choose not to prepare
for a career? How might their choice
be a mistake?

A-5 Do you think more jobs or fewer jobs
in the future will require math back-
grounds? Explain.

A-6 Think of jobs that require math skills.
List the jobs. Are they generally high-
paying or low-paying? Are they held
mostly by men or by women?

Activity B:
Class wrap-up11=1,
Discuss your answers for Activity A.

11

A-3 Sample answers. sex discrimination,
lack of education that would Pre-
Pare woren for highpaying careers.
lack of sufficient math and science
preparation to pursue careers that
require such a background.

A4 Many girls either don't plan for the
future, or plan to get married and
assume they won't have to work.

A5 More lobs primarily because of the
growth of technology.

A4 Sample answers' most lobs in
business (including accounting,
finance, management, computer
scone I. ve.terriary science; medi-
cine, iarmacy; engineering; scien-
tific research. statistics.

Most of these lobs are high-paying
and are available to women as well
as men, although they ere currently
held mainly by men.



Collecting and Analyzing Data
TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 3

Part II

Duration: One or more class periods

Purpose: To introduce students to thg3 construction and use
of frequency tables

Student Ob]ectives:

To construct a frequency table and find the
the rows and columns in the table

To generalize about the amount of housework
working women und men

Teaching Suggestions:

Level 1: Activity A, orally; all ocher activities

Levels 2 and 3: Alt activities

totals for the

per by

Vocabulary: Frequency table

Evaluation Activity: None

Background:

The following are the main points of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize them as often as appropriate.

(16 Constructing a frequency table is a way of organizing
data to show how often something occurs.

4, Many women who work outside the home still face the
the responsibilities of housework.

3



Lesson 3: Frequency Tables
Activity A:
What is a frequency table?
011171:SMilain1=MOIR

A sixth-grade math class at Martin Luther

King, Jr. School completed an interview

form about.female and male attitudes toward

math.

But they didn't set up their results

neatly!

3.5
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Lesson 3

A1 9

A2 5. 1

A-3 10

Their teacher said, "Organizing data into a

table helps!" So that's what they did.

They made a frequency table to show their

results. The table is shown below.

A frequency table tells how many times

something occurs. For example, the

frequency table below tells how many times

boys and girls said yes when asked whether

they liked math.

Interview Questions Boys Girls

1. Do you enjoy math?

Yes No Yes No

11 5 15 1

2. Do you make good grades
in math? 8 8 10 6

3. Wouldiyou seriously think
about preparing for a
career in math? 9 7 4 12

4. Do you think that boys are
better at math than girls are: 4 12 4

5. Do you plan to take at least
three math courses in
high school? 3 10 6

As you can see, a frequency table helps to

organize results. Use the frequency table

to answer the following questions.

A-1 How many boys would consider going
into a math-related career?

A-2 How many boys do not enjoy math? Howe
many girls?

A-3 How many girls plan to take at least
three math courses in high school?

16



Lesson 3

A-4 According to this table, do more boys
or more girls get good grades in math?

A-5 According to this table, would more
boys or more girls prepare for a
math-related career?

This frequency table shows the results of a

test that had 10 questions:

Number
Correct

Percent
Score

-
Tally

Number of
Students

10 100% 1 1 1 3

9 -Hlt. / 6
F 80% Ott 44-fr 10

7 70% 11

60%

_
4.111- iill 9

A-6 Complete the table by filling in the
three blanks. (Use the rest of the
data in the table to find your answers.)

A-7 How many students got 60% correct?

A-8 How many students got 7 correct?

A-9 Wh -'t percent score is 8 correct?

A-10 How many students are there in the
class?

A-11 How many students got 90% correct?

17 33

A.4 Girls

A5 Boys

A4 6: 90%. Mr 410 i

A.7 9

Aa 11

A.9 80%

A-10 39

A.11 6



Lesson 3

See chart at end of Chatter tor answers,

Activity B:
Thinking about time

Use the following information to ccmplete a

table like the one below. The information

explains the time people working at home

spend doing housework.

As you make your table, remember that people

who work at home have a 7-day work week.

People who work outside the home have a

5-day work week.

Food Preparation Family Care

Sunday: 3 hours Sunday: 3 hours
Monday: 2 hours Monday. 0-mains
Tuesday: 3 hours Tuesday: 4 hours
Wednesday: 2 hours Wednesday: 4 hours
Thursday: 2 hours Thursday: 2 hours
Friday: 2 hours Friday: 2 hours
Saturday: 4 hours Saturday: 3 hours

House Care Shopping and Running Errands Clothing Care

Sunday: 1 hour Sunday: 0 hours Sunday: 1 hour
Monday: 1 hour Monday: 0 hours Monday: 0 hours
Tuesday: 1 hour Tuesday: 0 hours Tuesday: 1 hour
Wednesday: 2 hours Wednesday: 3 hours Wednesday: 2 hours
Thursday: 2 hours Thursday: 1 hour Thursday: 1 hour
Friday: 1 hour Friday: 0 hours Friday: 2 hours
Saturday: 3 hours Saturday: 3 hours Saturday: 1 hour

Source. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1975.

Housework Time (in hours) for People Working at Home

Sunday Monday 1 Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Total

Food Preparation
t souse Care

Family Care
Shopping and

Running Errands
Clothing Care

Total

Adapted from 1975 Handbook on Women Workers. U. S. Departn ent of Labor. Women's Bureau. p. 173.

18
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Lesson 3

Activity C:
A working couple

Choose a partner for this activity.

Many studies show that women who work full-

time still do most of the housework.

19
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Lesson 3

See chart at end of chapter for answers.

...

One family's times are recorded below. Make

two frequency tables like the one shown in

Activity B. Use the information below.

Fre Neency Table 1

Housework Time for the
Working Woman

Frequency Table 2:

Housework Time for the
Working Man

Food Preparation
Sunday:
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday.
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

House Care
Sunday:
Monday: ,

Tucsday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

Family Care
Sunday:
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

2 hours
2 hours
2 hours
2 hours
2 hours
Y2 hour
2 hours

1/2 hour.
1 hour
1 hour
2 hours
1 hour
1 hour
3 hours

1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour
1 hour

Shopping and Running Errands
Sunday:
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

Clothing Care
Sunday:
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

'A hour
Y2 hour
2 hours
0 hours
2 hours
1 hour
0 hours

0 hours
1 hour
1 hour
1 hoar
1 hour
2 hours
1 hour

Food Preparation
Sunday:
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

House Care
Sunday:
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

Family Care
Sunday:
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

Y2 hour
0 hours
0 hours
0 hours
0 hours
0 hours
0 hours

0 hours
% hour
1/2 hour
0 hours
0 hours
0 hours
1 hour

1 hour
l hour
1 hour
0 hours
0 hours
5i hour
1 hour

Shopping and Running Errands
Sunday: 112 hour
Monday: 0 hours
Tuesday: 2 hours
Wednesday: 0 hours
Thursday: 1 hour
Friday: 0 hours
Satuiday: 2 hours

Clothing Care
Sunday:
Monday:
Tuesday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:

0 hours
0 hours
0 hours
0 hours
0 hours
0 hours
1 hour

Adapted from 1975 Handbook on Women Workers. U. S. IN:parts:lent of
Labor. Women's Bureau, p. 173.
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Activity D:
Comparing work done by women and men

AILINS. IINNWMINMICIONIMBIZI,

Now compare the three tables you completed

in Activities B and C.

D-1 How much time do women who stay at home
spend on housework each week?

Lesson 3

D-2 How much time do working women spend on
housework each week? How much time do
working men spend on housewcrk each week?

D-3 How many more hours do women at home
spend doing housework than women at
work?

D-4 How much time do working women have for
themselves each week? That is for how
many hours can they do something besides
working, doing housework, or sleeping?
(Figure an average of 8 hours of sleep
each night and 40 hours of work each
,,leek.)

D-5 How much time do working men have for
themselves each week?

D-6 More women are working outside the home
than ever before. In your opinion, why
do women who work outside the home
still do most of the housework?

D-7 What are some changes you would make so
that rousework could be shared?

Activity E:
Class wrap-up

Discuss your answers for Activity D.

3'
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D1 64 hours

D7 42 hours, 13 hours

0-3 22 hours

D4 30 hours

D-5 69 hours

D-6 It a hard for PeoPle to change their
self-concept and expectations of
others. In our culture, housework
and family care are traditionally
ferals activities. Now that more
women are working outside the
home and having fewer children,
our culture's attaudes are slowly
undergoing change.

D-7 Males should have the opportunity
to take courses In cooking. family
care, and house care in high school.
This way, they would be less intimi-
dated by these traditionally female
tasks.



Activity B

I lousework Time

Monday

(in hours)

Tuesday

for Peoktyorkin

Wednesday

at Home

Thursday Friday Saturday Totalj Sunday
Food Preparation 3 2 3 2 2 2 4 1 10

House Care 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 11

Family Care 3 2 4 4 2 2 3 20
Shopping and

Running Errands 0 0 0 3 1 0 3 7

Clothing Care 1 0 I 2 1 2 1 8
Total 8 5 9 13 8 7 14 64

Actornty C

Frequency Table 1

Housework Timc (in hours) for Working Women ,

Sunday Monday 'Tuesday Wcdncsday Thursday Friday Saturday Total

Food Prepa,Ition 2 2 2 2 2 % 2 12Y

House Care I % 1 1 2 1 1 3 9%

l'aMily Care I 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 7

Shopping and
Running Errands 1

r
% % 2 0 2 1 0 6

Clothing Care
I

0 1 1 1 1 2 1 7

Total I 4 51/2 7 6 7 6% 7 47

Frequency Table 2

Housework Time (in hours) for Working Men

Sunday
%

Monday

0

Tuesday

0

v-
Wcdncsday

0

Thursday

0

Friday

0

Saturday-

0 li

2

4

5%

Food Preparation
House Care 0 .6 ' 0 0 0 1

Family Care 1 % 1 0 0 '4. 1

Shopping and
Running Errands .6 0 2 0 2

Clothing Care 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Total 2 1 31/2 0 1 % 5 13

3
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TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 4

Duration: One or more class periods

Purpose: To provide students with more practice in constructing
frequency tables and to help students recognize the
practical value of math

Student Objectives:

To construct and fill in a frequency table with time spent
on personal activities

To state the actual and desirable distribution of time
spent on personal activities

Teaching Suggestions:

All levels: All activities,
AP'

VocAbulary: No new words
4

I Evaluation Activity: None

Background:

The following is the main point of the lessen. Make sure
to emphasize it ac often as appropriate.

Mathematics has many practical, everyday uses.

1



Lesson 4: More Practice with
Frequency Tables

,MINMENOF

Activity A:
How do you sp3nd your time?

Sometimes you can use math to make decisions

about your life.

23
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Lesson 4

4

I

The frequency table below contains a list'of.

activities. Make altabfe,similar to this

one. Record the amount of time you spend

each day on each activity. Write in other

activities you do and how much time you

spend doing them.

Try to be as exact as possible about the

amount of time you spend on each activity.

As you make your frequency table, remember

that each day has a total of 24 hours. Be

careful to add hours and minutes correctly.

Activity Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Total 1

Eating meals

Being at school

Watching
telcvisipn

..

1

Sleeping
...

Exercising
(sports)

Doing homework

Other

Other

Total 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours 24 hours 168 hours

24

41
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Lesson 4

Activity B:
Are you satisfied with the way you spend your time?

Take another look at the totals on the

frequency table you just made.

B-1 Are you satisfied with the time you
spend on each activity? Why or why not?

B-12 What changes can you make to improve
how much you get done and how well you
do some activities? (You may need to
spend more time on some activities to
do them well.)

B-3 Make another frequency table. Think of
a plan that will help you make better
use of your time. Fill in your
frequency table showing your new plan.

Activity C:
Class wrap-up

C-1 What changes did you decide to make in
the way you spend your time?

C-2 Why did you decide to make these
changes?

25
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TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 5

Duration: One or more class periods

iurpose: To help students understand and apply the concepts of
mean, mode, and median

Student Objectives:

To determine the mean, mode, and median of given sets of
data

To hypothesize about the reasons for differences in the
earnings of females and males

Teaching Suggestions:

Level I: Activity A, orally; all other activities

Levels 2 and 3: All activities

Vocabulary: Mean, mean average, mode, median

Evaluation Activity: Activity D (for general information about
the use of evaluation activities, see page xii)

Background:

The following are the main points of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize them as often as appropriate.

The mean, mode, and median are measures of central
tendency and are used to calculate statistics about
many human activities.

In general, the earnings gap between women and men is
wide and continues to widen. In 1973, the median annual
income for all women working full time was 57 percent of
that for men; in 1970, 59 percent; and in 1956, 67 per-
cent.

Women and men are often paid different salaries for the
same job.

The reasons for the differences in earnings between women
and men are complex, and include factors such as amount
and kind of education, experience, and sex discrimination.

43



Activity A:
Finding the mean, mode, and median

How would you like to do some work in

statistics? It's easier than you think.



,.

Lesson 5

Before you can work with statistics, you

have to know the definition of some words:

The mean is one kind of average.

Example: Find the mean of these
numbers:

Answer:

6, 7, 9, 8, 5

6+7'0+81'5 -:" 35
35 divided by 5 numbers r- 7
The mean (or mean average) is 7.'

The mode is the number that occurs most

often.

Example: Find the mode of these
numbers:

8, .09, 8, 7, 8, 9, 9, 7, 8, 7

Answer: Arrange the numbers (data) in
a frequency table like the
one below. In the data col-
umn, write each number. Each
time the number appears, put
a mark in the tally column.
Then give the total marks for
each number.

You can see that 8 appears
more times on the list than
the other numbers do. The
mode is 8.

4)
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Lesson 5

The median is the middle number when the

numbers are arranged from highest to lowest

or from lowest to highest.

Example: Find the median of these
numbers:

14, 14, 12, 11, 9, 8, 7

Answer: Arrange the numbers in order
from highest to lowest (14 to
7). You can see that the
middle number is 11. There
are three numbers on each
side of 11. The median is 11.

Now use the information you just read to

work the following problems.

A-1 Look at this set of data:

14 10 8 7 4

14 10 8 7

12 9 8 6

a. What is the mean?

b. What is the mode?

c. What is the median?

Al . a. 9

b. 8

c. 8

A-2 Look at this set of data: A.2 a. 7

b 7 and 6
13 7 6

13 7 6 c. 7

12 7 4

8 6 2

7 6 1

a. What is the mean?

b. What is the mode? (A set of
numbers may have more than one
mode.)

c. What is the median?

29
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Lesson 5

A.3 a Mean 3
Mode I, 2, and 3
Median 3

b Mean 18
Mode None
Median 18

c. Mean. 6
Mode 6
Mecnan. 6

d Mean 90
Mode None
Median 88.5

8.1 a Mean $11,600
Mode. $11,500
Median $11,500

b Mean $ 7,500
Mode $ 5,900
Medan $ 6,500

A-3 Find the mean, mode, and median of
these sets of data. When there are
two middle numbers, the median will
be the average of these two numbers.
That is, it will be halfway between
these two numbers.

a. 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6

b. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

c. 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6

d. 85, 87, 88, 89, 95, 96

Activity B:
Using the mean, mode, and median
to study real-life problems

Work the following problems.

B-1 Here is a list of incomes for women and
men.

A Men's Incomes

$ 6,500
7,800

10,400
11,500
11,500
13,400
20,100

- Women's Incomes

$ 4,700
5,900
5,900
6,500
7,900
9,400

12,200

1111111111=1111111111111111111.'

a. Find the mean, mode, and median of
the list of men's incomes.

b. Find the mean, mode, and median of
the list of women's incomes.

30
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Lesson 5

c. Was the median income higher for
women or for men?

d. Do you think the median income in
an occupation is usually higher
for men or for women?

B-2 Look at the table below. These are
actual statistics obtained from 1973
to 1977.

Median Income for Full-Time Workers

Year Women Men

White Minority White Minority

1977 $8,870 $7,945 $15,378 $10,768
1976 8,285 7,825 14,071 10,496
1975 7,514 6,834 12,884 9,561
1974 7,025 6,611 12,343 9,082
1973 6,544 5.772 11,633 8,363

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, and Bureau of Labor
Statistics; and National Commission on Working Women, Center for Women
and Work, Washington, D.C.

a. What is the median income for white
men in 1975?

b. What is the median income for
minority men in 1974?

c. What is the median income for white
women in 1977?

d. What is the median income for
minority women in 1976?

e. What group has the highest median
income in all five years?

f. What group has the lowest median
income in all five years?

g. Why do you think the incomes for
all of the groups are higher in
1976 than in 1975?

h. Why mignt women's incomes be lower
than mm's? Give at least three
possible reasons.

31
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c Men

d. Men

8.2 a 6 1 2.884

b. S 9.082

c S 8.820

d. S 7.826

e White men

t. (Atm:KW/ women

g Wages rose because 0(
tnflatIon.

tr. Sample answers sex thscrImma
bon trace discruntnation also.
for mmority women, amount
of educatoon. kind of itducatton



Lesson 5
.0111111-

8.3 a S 7,562

b 512,136

C2 Sample answers discrimination
(past and present) on terms of
educational oPportunities to Pre-
Pare for careers, discrimination in
terms of lob oPPortunities, choice
of different gobs, lack of career
planning

API of these reasons are unfair.

C-3 Sample answers Sex discrimination
(past and present) on terms of
salary, educational opportunity and
job opportunity. lack of career pre-
Paration, lack of background in
math and/or science, thereby limit.
ing access to many highpaying
careers; preparation in traditionally
female (and lower paid) areas such
as nursing, education, and clerical
and secretarial work.

While part of the problem has been
due to sex discrimination, women have
contributed to the problem through
Poor career planning. Again. the
question is complex. because often
females are encouraged by Parents.
teachers, or counselors to prepare
for traditionally fema.. :Areers.
Minority women have race ;erin- ma-
non as well as sex discrimination
against them.

8-3 Look at the table below. These are
actual statistics for 1975.

Median Incomes for Women and Men in 1975
Occupation Median Income

Professional
Managers
Operatives
Clerical Workers
Service Workers

Women

$10,524
9,125
6,241
7,562
5,414

$15,968
15,903
10,953
12,136
9,491

Source: U.S. Working Women: A Databook. U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1977. pp. 5 and 65.

a. What is the median income for
women?

b. What is the median income for
men?

Activity C:
Class wrap-up

C-1 Discuss your answers for Activities A
and B.

C-2 What are some of the reasons that
minority groups make less money than
whites? Which reasons are fair? Why?
Which reasons are unfair? Why?

C-3 What are some of the reasons that women
in general make less money than men?
Which reasons are fair? Why? Which
reasons are unfair? Why?

32
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Lesson 5

Activity D:
Flight check

Did you understand this lesson? To find out,

answer the following questions without

looking back at the lesson. Then, your

teacher will help you check your answers.

D-1 84, 86, 88, 88, 89, 90, 91

a. what is the mean?

b. What is the mode?

c. What is the median?

D-2 8, 7, 6, 7, 8

a. What is the mean?

b. What is the mode?

c. What is the median?

D-3 1978, 1978, 1978

a. What is the mean?

b. What is the mode?

c. What is the median?

33
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D.1 a 88

b 88

c. 88

0-2 a. 72

b 7 and 8

c. 7

0.3 a. 1978

b. 1978

c. 1978



Lesson 5

04 a 13

b 9 and 17

c 13

D.5 a. S8,870

b. St 5.378

D-4 8, 9, 9, 9, 9, 13, 17, 17, 17, 17, 18

a. What is the mean?

b. What is the mode?

c. What is the median?

D-5 Look at the table below.

Median Income for FullTime Workers

Year Women

White Minority

Men

White Minority

1977
1976
1975

$8,870 $7,945
8,285 7,825
7,514 6,834

$15,378 $10,768
14,G71 10,496
12,884 9,561

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, and Bureau of Labor
Statistics; and National Commission on Working Women, Center for Womcn
and Work, Washington, D.C.

a. What is the median income for white
women in 1977?

b. What is the highest median income
in all three years?
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TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 6

Duration: One or more class periods

Purpose: To give students an opportunity to use data to make
generalizations about girls' and boys' attitudes toward
taking math courses

Student Objective:

To compute the mean averages for given sets of information
and to use the data to generalize about females and males
in math courses

Teaching Suggestions:

Level 1: Activity A, orally; Activities B and C

Levels 2 and 3: Activities B and C

(Students may need to review decimals and fractions before
working the problems.)

Vocabulary: No new words

Evaluation Activity; None

Background:

The following are the main points of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize them as often as appropriate.

To review; The mean average is computed by adding items
and dividing the sum by the number of items.

Many people regard math as a male area of study.

When girls reach high school, their attitudes toward
math often change, which affects the number of math
courses they take and limits their options in terms of
college programs of study.



Lesson 6: More about the Mean
11111MIIF

Activity A:
Finding the mean

,71.111

'VM11=11.11M

Do you know that the number of math courses

you take in high school can be important

later in your life?

People who take very few math courses often

make less money than people who take several

math courses. Also, they often have more

trouble finding jobs.

9-0
What is the average number of boys and girls

=. ?
who take math courses in middle school,

Q, x 30

high school, and college? In this lesson, 3 t = 7

you will use math to find out some interest-
' 3 )"51-

ing information about this question.



Lesson 6
111%. .AM!!I=

Al 33 Pounds

A-2 9"

A-3 912

A4 11 seconds

A 5 75

A6 7

IMil==1Is

To obtain this information, you must know

how to find the mean average. To review,

read the following problem:

Meghan had five test scores, as follows:

87, 89, 97, 100, 92

To figure the mean average of her

test scores, she first added the

scores:

87
09

TA7

100

+ 94
41V5

Then she divided the sum by the number

of scores:

5) '165

Her average was 93. This is the

mean average.

Now find the mean average of the problems
k:

below.

A-1 4 pounds, 62 rounds

A-2 7",8", 12"

A-3 $10, $12, $17, $9

A-4 10 seconds, 12 seconds, 9 seconds,
13 seconds

A-5 70, 74, 66, 75, 62, 82, 96

A-6 7, 7, 7, 7

36
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Lesson 6

A-7

A-8

A-9

1979, 1979,

1, 2, 3, 4,

33, 34, 35,

1979

5

36, 37

A.7

A.8

A.9

A-10

1979

3

35

9.46

A-10 9.4, 10.2, 11.3, 8.9, 7.5

Activity B:
Some word problems

Choose a partner and do this activity

together.

Read the following problems and figure the

mean averages. As you read, notice the

differences in the boys' attitudes and the

girls' attitudes.

8-1 Carol, Susan, Kate, and Jane are in
middle school. They all enjoy math.
Carol plans to take 2 math courses in
high school, Susan plans to take 3,
Jane plans to take 4, and Kate plans
to take 3.

What is the average number of math
courses they plan to take?
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B.2 2 B-2 Now, look at the girls when they are
about to graduate from high school:

Carol's parents encouraged her to take
math. As a result, she took 2 math
courses in high school.

4.....b...

Susan wanted to take several math
courses. But her boyfriend told her
that math was for boys. She took only
one math course.

In tenth grade, Kate decided that she
didn't need math, since she was plan-
ning to get married right af6er she
graduated. Kate took only one math
course in high school.

Ine liked people and wanted to be a
manager. She found out how important
math was in getting a management job.
As a result, Jane took 4 math courses
in high school.

What is the average number of courses
the girls took?

38
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Lesson 6

B-3 Hal, Dennis, and Lloyd are trying to
figure out how many math courses to
take in high s-hool. All three boys
plan to take 4 courses each.

What is the average number of courses
the boys plan to take?

8.3 4

B-4 Now, look at the boys when they are 64 4

about to graduate from high school:

Hal didn't like math, but he knew it
would help him get a better-paying job.
He took 4 math courses.

Dennis had always liked math. He took
4 math courses.

Lloyd planned to go into business. As
a result, he took 4 math courses.

What is the average number of math
courses the boys took?

5
39



Lesson 6
.........

8S The boys weren't necessarily better or
happier in math than the girls were.
But were more future and
career orientedmore practical in
choosing their courses. Girls were
often influencer Sy others to stop
taking math courses and head in
other career directions or think of
marriage as an alternative. Both
girls and boys are influenced by
their Peers, parents, and others to
Pursue traditional activities. In our
society, boys assume that they will
have to support a family; girls often
assume that they will be supported
by their husband.

B-6 and B-7 Girls and boys tboth) should
prepare for a career. If they do,
they will have more options and
will oe less likely to become trapped
in undesirable home or iob situations

8.3 a. Boys: girls.

b. The girls assumed that they would
not be working or would not need
math to prepare for their career.
Both of these assumptions are
dangerous, since presently the
maiortty of women work outside
the home for extended periods
of time, and since math is re
(Wired for a variety of business.
medical, science, and technologi
cal careers. iThese are the careers
that will increasingly be
available )

Now answer the following questions.

B-5 What were some differences in the
attitudes of the boys and of the girls?

B-6 Which attitudes make sense to you? Why?

B-7 Which attitudes do you think the
students might be sorry for later? Why?

B-8 Compare the boys' and girls' middle
school plans with their high school
actions.

a. Who followed through with their
plans? Who didn't follow through?

b. Why do you think one group didn't
follow through?

Activity C:
Class wrap-up

Discuss your answers for Activities A and B.
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TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 7

Duration: One or more class periods

Purpose: To familiarize students with the technique of rounding

Student Objectives:

To round whole numbers to the nearest ten, hundred, or
thousand

To analyze data about the families of women in the labor
force

Teaching Suggestions:

Level 1: Activity A; Activity B, orally; Activities C and D

Levels 2 and 3: All activities

(You may want to use other texts to provide students with
more practice in rounding.)

Vocabulary: Rounding, rounded estimate

Evaluation Activity: Activity D (for general information about
the use of evaluation act:vities, see page xii)

Background:

The following are the main points of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize them as often as appropriate.

Rounding is a convenient way to simplify data.

Labor statistics indicate that most women work because
of economic need.

r0/



Lesson 7: Rounding
Activity A:
What is rounding?

4111=1:

"How much money do you have?" Leroy asked.

"About $2.00," Beth said.

Beth is using rounding--a way of estimating- -

to reply. Her answer, "About $2.00," is a

rounded estimate of the exact amount of

money. What is the exact amount of money

Beth has? Look at the illustration.

Now loo;, at the map of Florida. About how

far ,s it from Tallahassee to Orlando?

About how tall is Pedro?

I

I
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Lesson 7

In the illustration above, Alex has rounded

the time to the nearest hour. What is the

exact time?

You can see that rounding is something you do

almost automatically.

Let's look at rounding more carefully. What

happens when you round a number?

Do you remember the names of the places in

our number system? Look at this example.

I

1

1

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
0.1

c.,
6,

I

02
d

I

I

I

I

1

6
42
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Lesson 7

In order to understand rounding, you need to

know the names of each number place.

Work these examples.

A-1 which digit is in the ten's place of
5,867?

A-2 Which digit is in the thousand's place
of 2,347?

A-3 which digit is in the ten's place of
1,702?

at-4 which digit is in the hundred's place
of 7,824?

A-5 which digit is in the thousand's place
of 9,158?

A-6 Which digit is in the hundred's place
of 2,345?

Now, how do you round 1,651 to the nearest

hundred?

A1 6

A-2 2

A-3 0

A.4 8

A-6 9

A6 3

Step I Find the digit in the hundred's
place.

Step 2 Find the digit to the right
of it.

Step 3 a. If the digit to the right
is 5 or more, add 1 to the
hundred's place. Then put
a 0 in each place after
the hundred's place.

b. If the digit to the right
is less than 5, round it
to 0. Then round each
place after it to 0.

Answer: In rounding 1,651 to the
hundred's place, we use Step 3a.
This is because the number to
the right of the hundred's place
is 5. The answer is 1,700.
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Lesson 7

A 1,600

A-8 4 4,600

b 5,900

c 1,200

ft. 4,500

e 3,700

t 5,400

A9 a 4,560

b 5.800

c 1.230

d 4,530

e 3.690

E 5,410

A 10 a 5,000

b 6,000

C 1,000

d 5.000

a 4,000

f 5.000

When rounding, we try to make as little error

as possible. In Step 3 in the previous

example, we asked ourselves: "Is 1,651

closer to 1,600 or to 1,700?" It is closer

to 1,700. Therefore, 1,700 is the correct

answer.

A-7 Round 1,624 to the nearest hundred.

0116 is in the hundred's place

.2 is the digit to the right of it

2 is less than 5 round 2 to 0 and
round each place after it to 0

What is your answer?

A-8 Round each of these numbers to the
nearest hundred:

a. 4,563

b. 5,893

c. 1,228

d. 4,529

e. 3,689

f. 5,411

A-9 Using the same list of numbers (the
original numbers in A-8), round each
number to the nearest ten.

A-10 Using the same list of numbers (the
original numbers in A-8), round each
number to the nearest thousand.

44 6 J
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Lesson 7

Activity B:
Using rounding to think about information

Why do most women work--because they want to

or because they have to?

Look at the chart below.

Women in the Labor Force, by Marital Status

March 1978

Single
(never married)

Widowed,
divorced, or
separated Married (husband present)

/ I El

19% 10%

I
under

$7,000
57,000. 510,000.
$9,999 812,999

Husband's 1978 income

Source: U.S, Department of Labor. Women's Bureau.

Use the chart to answer the following

questions. Round your answers to the

nearest ten.

B-1 What percent of working women have no
husband to support them or the family?
(Hint: Percents can be added.)

87.2 what percent of married women in the
labor force are working to supplement
a husband's income of less than $7,000?

4S
64

B.1 40%

5.2 W%

$13,000
and over



Lesson 7

83 30%

B4 50%

86 519.700

b S 9.800

8-6 a 520,100

b S15000

B-3 What percent of women in the labor
force work to supplement a husband's
income of $13,000 and over?

B-4 Using the chart, find what percent of
women work because they have to. To do
this, find the percent of women who
have no husband to supplement their
income. Then find the percent of women
who are working to keep their family's
income above poverty level ($7,000) .

Add these two figures together.

Now look at the following table.

Mean Average Income of Families, 1977

Mean Average Income of All Families 318,264

Type of Family

Male head wage earner

Married, wife present
Wife a fulltime worker
Wife notA fulltime worker

Widowed, divorced, or separated

Female head wage earner

19,686

19,798
20,128
14,984
17,573

9,811

Source: Slat' :cal Abstract 1978. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Ccn , p. 469.

Use the table to answer the questions below.

Roun your answers to the nearest hundred.

B-5 a. What is the mean average income of
families whose head wage earner is
a male?

b. What is the mean average income of
families whose head wage earner is
a female?

B-6 a. What is the mean average income of
families in which the wife is a full-
time worker?

b. What is the mean average income of
families in which the wife is not a
full-time worker?
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Lesson 7

C 2 They work because of economic
need

C3 Women often don't prepare for a
career. since they assume land
others encourage them to assumel
they won't haw to work. As a
result, they often get trapped in
lowPaYin9 lobs. AlsO, our soci-
ety often discriminates against
women, paying them less than
men for the same kind of work
and Paying them less for tradi-
tionally female lobs.

Activity C:
Class wrap-up

C-1 Check your answers for Activities A
and B.

C-2 What did you find out about why women
work?

,

C-3 Why do you think the mean average income
of families whose head wage earner is
female is so much lower than that of
families whose head wage earner is
male?

Activity D:
Flight check

Did you understand this lesson? To find out,

answer the following questions without

looking back at the lesson. Then, your

teacher will help you check your answers.

01 a 400 D-1

1) 1900

c 38.100

d 38,000

0 2 a 1,000 1,

b 380

c 30

d 7C

44

Round the following numbers to the
nearest hundred.

a. 378

b. 1,899

c. 38,098

d. 38,001

D-2 Round the following numbers to the
nearest ten.

a. 999

b. 384

c. 34

d. 66

47
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TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 8

Duration: One or more class periods

Purpose: To familiarize students with the concepts of ratio
and percent

Student Objectives:

To find ratios

To convert ratios to percents and percents to ratios

To identify ratios and percents pertaining to a profile
of women in the labor force

To state reasons for the rise in the percentage of women
in the labor force

Teaching Suggestions:

All levels: All activities

(Level 1 students may need more help with this material.
You may want to use other texts to provide students with
more practice in finding ratios and percents.)

Vocabulary: Ratio, fraction, percent

Evaluation Activity: Activity D (for general information about
the ,use of evaluation activities, see page xii)

Background:

The following are the main points of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize them as often as appropriate.

A majority of working women are married.

The percentage of women in the labor force doubled
between 1920 and 1975.*

Reasons for the increased participation of women in
the labor force include the following:

(1) Many people in our society are changing their
attitudes about the role of women.

(2) Many women are choosing to have fewer children,
and therefore have more time to work outside the
home.

(3) Women receive a better education now than in
previous decades.

(4) Employment opportunities for women have recently
expanded.

(5) The risLng cost of living creates an economic need
for women to work.

(6) An increasing number of women are divorced.

it. ril 1 iPirdt if ril Mr 1 .1 4111110 AS111110011, 1) G I ..S. 1)4.1t.irt meta of Cotturteite. Bureau of the (:t:ticktc, 1976).
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Lesson 8: Ratios and Perm nts

Activity A:
What are ratios and percents?

A comparison of two sets of numbers is

called a ratio. For example:

if A = [ o ol
and B = {Aoy al) I

then the ratio of A to B is 2 to 5. (The

ratio of B to A is 5 to 2.)

A ratio cap be written in any of the

following ways:

2. -.ro s 2/5 2:5

Usually ratios are reduced to the lowest

possible numbc>rs. For example, 4 to 10

can be reduced to 2/5, by dividing each

part of the ratio by 2. Two is the

lowest common denominator (or divisor)

of this ratio, ant) the smallest whole

number that can be divided into both

parts.

4 9 U3



Lesson 8

A.1 2

A.2 1;2

A 3 1:2 1i2

A.4 1'1, 1/1

A 5 50

A-6 a 3/6 112

b 4/1

c 214 1'2

Using a fraction--for example, 2/5--is the most

common way to express a ratio.

man WOITULTI

A-1 How many parts are there in this set?

A-2 What fraction of the circle is shaded?

A-3 What fraction of the people in the
circle are men? Women?

A-4 What is the ratio of women to men? Men
to women?

A-5 Imagine that the circle represents people
in the United States. If there were 100
people in the United States, how many
of them would be women?

A-6 What are the ratios of these sets:

a. Set 1: A AA

Set 2: ALAILALAA

b. Set 1: 0 0 0 0

Set 2: 0

c. Set 1: II IN

Set 2: IS Si ST

Your answer to A-5 was a piycent. Percent

means per hundred, or bLthe hundred. The

symbol for a'percent is %.

3 .)
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Lesson 8

A-7 How many people do you think the
United States really has? In 1978,
there were about 220,000,000 people
in the United States. Assume that
502 of them were women. How many
women were there?

NUMBER 'WOMEN = 50°,, x. 220,0001000

.50 x 220,000,000

.1g7 x 22.0,0001000

= x 220,000)000
C._

A-8 Count the number of girls and the
number of boys in your math class.

a. Wha is the ratio of boys to girls?

b. What is the ratio of girls to boys?

A-9 Change these ratios (fractions) to
percents:

.50

Example: 1/2 2)1707 = 50%
-10

0
a. 3/4

b. 1/3

c. 9/10

A 10 Change these percents to fractions:

Example: 70710= 710100
a. 40i,

b. 337

c. 25%

51

fJ

A.? 110,000,000

Al Variety of answers

A.9 a. 75%

b. 33.3%

c 90%

A.10 a. 2/5

b. 1/3

c. 1/4



Activity B:
Using percents

aMOIMINIEn

Percents are often used in graphing data.

For example, look at the circle graphs

below.

Charactcristics of Womcn in tlic Labor Forcc in 1977

Marital Status Education

Widowed or
divorced

15%
Siugle

College
graduate

15% Not high
Some school graduate

college 23%
17%

Nlarried
61%

Source: Statistical Abstract 1978. U.S. Department of Commerce, 3ureatt
of the Census, pp. 400 and 404.

From these circle graphs, we can make the

following statements:

® 61% of working women are married

o 15% of working women are college
graduates

e 23% of working women did not graduate
from high school

15% of working women are widowed,
divorced, or separated

52
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Lesson 8

Use the circle graphs to answer these

questions:

8-1 In 1977, what percent of working women
were single?

B-2 What percent of working women had
graduated from high school but not
attended college?

B -3 What percent of working women had
attended college, but not graduated?

8-4 What percent of working women wei-
single, widowed, or divorced?

B -5 What fraction of working women were
single?

8-6 What was the ratio of single women to
women who were widowed or divorced?

B-7 Find these percents:

Example: 6070 c 324 1324
x .60

194.(10
a. 80% of 30

b. 35% of 10

c. 927 of 60

d, 50;. of 1,372

e. 25Y of 16

8.1 24%

8.2 45%

B.3 17%

84 39%

8.5 6123

8-6 24115 = 8/5

8.7 a. 24

b. 3.5

c 55 2

d 686

e. 4

1



Leeson 8

C 1 20

C2 t4

C3 40

C d 2 3

C 5 S.24. Bat kitt,uroki ,H. Teacher Overview
page for lessor) 8

Activity C:
Percent of women and men in the labor force

Look at the graph below and answer the

questions that follow.

Working Women and Men

1975

40% 60%

Sourer: Women Workers Today. U.S. Department of Labor,
Women's Bureau, 1976.

C-1 In 1920, what percent of people in the
labor force were women?

C-2 In 1920, what was the ratio of women
workers to men workers? (Reduce your
answer to the lowest common denominator.)

In 1975, what percent of people in the
labor force were women?

C-4 in 1975, what was the ratio of women
workers to men workers? (Reduce your
answer to the lowest common denominator.)

C-5 What are some reasons for the increase
in the percentage of women workers from
1920 to 1975?

\A 3 S
°IREer

"u4.,"
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Lesson 8

I

i

I

I

I

I

Activity D:
Class wrap-up
IllimmEll1=11k ,a1MEIIMOMI

D-1 Check your answers for Activities A, B,
and C.

D-2 As a class, compare the reasons you gave
for C-5. Which reasons are probably the
most important in explaining the increase
in the percentage of women workers?

Activity E:
Flight check

INIMMIMAIIIIII

Did you understand this lesson? To find out,

answer the following questions without

looking back at the lesson. Then, your

teacher will help you check your answers.

E-1 In this circle, what is the ratio of
the shaded part to the unshaded part?

0.2 women are haying fewer children
and women are working because
of economic need.

E4 311

E-2 What are the ratios ol. these sets? E a 512

a. Set L: 0 000 0
Set 2: 0 0

b. Set 1: 0

Set 2:0000

'-i

I.1

5$

b 118
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E3 a 50%

b 75%

c 87 5-,,

E-4 a 3 5

b 3 20

c 14

E-3 Change these ratios to percents:

a. 1/2

b. 3/4

c. 7/8

E-4 Change these percents to fractions.
Reduce them to the lowest common
denominator.

a. 60%

b. 15%

c. 25%

56
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TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 9

Duration: One or more class periods

Purpose: To introduce students to the nature and use of
pictographs

Student Objectives:

To construct a pictogrAph from given data

To use data in pictographs to form generalizations about
family size in the past and present

Teaching Suggestions:

Level I: Activity A, orally (do A-3 on the chalkboard);
Activities B and C

Levels 2 and 3: All activities

Vocabulary: Pictograph

Evaluation Activity: None (you may use B-6 as an evaluation
activity)

Background:

The following are the main points of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize them as often as appropriate.

A pictograph is a graph that uses pictures to show
relationships between variables.

The number of working women is increasing.

Families in the United States today are smaller than
they were in 1900.

7{;



Lesson 9: Pictographs
Activity A:
What are pictographs?

often we use pictures to represent numbers.

Graphs that present data in such a way are

called 22:ctographs.

1.,,)ok sit these data:

Number of Women Workers*

1970: 31,520,000
1975: 36,998,000
1985: 45,699,000

Thu number shown for women workers In 1985 is

numbr of women who will probably be

14c-441:1'4 In 198').

r / U "r II "'Pt, ti i Poiribtoft. I S Dri)ArlInclt( of I Ann
i:irr ru t au, Si if 'slit r, 19 p it,
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Lesson 9

At Increase

A2

Mensan Income for Men in 1975 i
1.--

K Py $ S2.000 $= $1,000
1

1

Amount of
J .) Money

M4na"" !St9$S
CIer.cal WorkerS 14104$

SecocoWmkers AS804

i p.,,t.±ssion,os 6i1S81$15A

i

In the pictograph below, these numbers are

represented by pictures. As the key shows,

each picture stands for five million women

workers.

Number of Women Workers

Key: 8 = 5,000,000 = 2,500,000

Year Number of Women Workers

S 11 8 1.Z. fl8,8 88 gaSA
LLSZ 8 it. 8 88

(Pictographs arc drawn to the nearest 21/2 million of data.)

A-1 Did the number of women workers from
1970 to 1975 increase or decrease?

A-2 Here are some more data. Use the data
to complete a pictograph like the one
below. a

Median Income for Men in 1975*

Managers:
Clerical Workers:
Service Workers:
Professionals:

$16,000
12,000
9,000

16,000

Median Incomes for Men in 1975

*S,)itrrc V.S. Worko.0 11',,ntn .1 batttbo.lk. U .S. Dro.irtinent of Labor,
Iittredll of Labor Statistics. 1977 p. 36.
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Lesson 9

A-3 Make a pictograph showing the median
income of women for the same jobs.
Use the data given below. Be sure to
title your pictograph and show the
key.

Median Income for Women in 1975*

Managers: $ 9,000
Clerical Workers: 8,000
Service Workers: 5,000
Professionals: 10,000

Activity B:
Average number of children per family

AIM

Form a group with four or five other students

and do this activity together. Everyone in

the group should do each problem.

As you can see from the first pictograph,

more and more women are working. Today, more
,

than half of all women between the ages of 18

and 64 are working.

There are many reasons for4Ithe fact that more

women are working. For one thing, it is easier

for women to work if they have fewer children.

Look at the pictograph on the neat page.

Burl AIL 01 111. trt%u.., Si.ltrsti, id i ',liras Is 1 Mo. I . N.. 197ft
1 't 1 trii.irtniciit 411 Cornmert c

A3

[Median Income. for Women in 1975

Key $ -. $2,000 4= $1,000

Job
Amount of

Money

Managers

Clerical Workers

Service Workers

Professionals



Lesson 9

8-1 The number of children per
family has decreased since 1900.

r

Average Number of Children per Famiilt

1 . 1/2 child

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

B-1 What general statement can you make from
this pictograph?

B-2 In your group, find the average number of
children in each person's family. To do
this, each member of the group should.
answer the following quegtivis.

.

a. How many brothers and sisters does
your mother have? sr-

.,

and sisters doesb. How many brothers
your father have?

c. How many brothers
you have?

60

/ 4 ;

and sisters do

.....' -
1



Lesson 9

B-3 Now combine the responses of your group
members. To do this, fill in a form like
the one below. Make sure to include
yourself and each group member as you
fill in the number of children in each
student's family.

:lumber of Children

Mother's Father's Student's
family family family

Student I
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5

Total:
Average:

a. What is the average number of
children in the families of the
mothers in your group?

b. olhat is the average number of
children in the families of the
fathers in your group?

c. Whaz: is the average number of
children in the families of the
students in your group?

B-4 (n o.,noral, are the families of your
mothcrs and fathers larger or smaller
than your own families?

b-5 Make a pictograph showing the results
of your group's averagos. Use the graph
b. -.lira to g.lide you.

Average Number of Cliadren in Our Families

Key. = ONE CHILD

Mother's family
Father's (anti!.

Student's family
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C2 Smaller, mmemethodsofbirth
control have afforded people
more choice

Yos with fewer chpldren many
women fee' it is not fpecessarY tc,
stay at home.

B-6 Look at the pictograph on page 60.

a. Is the average family size in your
group larger or smaller than the
average family size in 1900?

Is the average family size in your
group larger or smaller than the
average family size in 1975?

b.

Activity C:
Class wrap-up

C-1 Check your answers for Activities A
and B.

C-2 Are families larger or smaller today
than they were in 1900? Why?

C-3 Does the decrease in family size affect
the number of women who work? Explain
your answer.
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TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON )^

Duration: One or more class periods

Pirpose: To introduce students to the ourpose and interpretation
of histograms

Student Objectives:

To construct a histogram

go To use data in histograms to generaliz,a about the occupations
of women and men

Teaching Suggestions:

Level 1: Activity A, orally; Activities B and C

Levels 2 and 3: All activit2s

Apcabulary: Histogram

Evaluation Activity: None (you may use Activity B as an
evalation activity)

Background:

The following are the main points of i-he lesson. Make sure
to emphasize them as often as appropr_ate.

A histogram is one kind of bar graph. (You may need to
explain this concept to students in more detail.)

Women are concentrated in low-paying occupational groups
such as clerical and service work rather than in high-
paying occupational groups such as managerial work.

WImen in the same occupational groups as men often earn
less than men, because women tend to be in the lowest
paying jobs within those occupational groups.

St)



Lesson 10: Histograms
Activity A:
What is a histogram?==1..M=P'

You may do this activity by yourself or with

your class.

The graph blow is called a histogram. A

histogram is a kind of bar graph. It is

.easy to understand data on a histogram.

This histogra:' shows the median salary for

myn and w, -ten in certain occupations.

Median Salaries of Men and Women in Occupational Groups in 1975

W = Women eke m = Men CZ]

W

SI6.0011----1
I 'i.000

12.000-

9.000

I 1

6.000

1.000

!ft
Professional
N. frchnicai

Managers
Workers

Craft &
Kindred

.
Operatives Service

Workers

Types of Occupations

SM. Ihr baremto (nip br.iw( n Wooteot 1.;./ Ito ti. 1. S. Department of Labor. Women's Bureau. 1976

SAi
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Al

A.2

S5=
OPeratoves

Use the histogram to find the answers to the

following questions.

A-1 How much money do women sales workers
earn?

A 3 Managers Step 1 Ffnd the column for sales workers
on the bottom of the graph.

A4 Sales workerS

A 5 69,000 Step 2 Find the part of the column that
pertains to women sales workers.

A6 S7.000

A.7 58,000 Step 3 Move to the top of the column.
Then move across to the left at
the top if the shaded part of
the column.

A-2 In which occupational group do men earn
a median salary of $10,000?

Step 1 Find the line indicating $10,000
on the side of the graph.

Step 2 Move across the graph until you
find a column corresponding to
$10,0G0.

sLep2 Move down the column to see
what job group it represents.

A-3 in which occupational group do women
earn a median salary of:',$8,000?

4-4 in which occupational group do men earn
a median salary of $12,000?

A-5 What is the median salary of women pro-
fessional and technical workers?

A-6 What is the flifference in the median
salaries of men and women sales workers?

A-7 The median salary of male managers is
how much higher than the median salary

femah, manarjers?



Lesson 10

The seven occupational groups in this

histogram include many different kinds of

lobs. Here are some examples of )obs in

oach group.

Professional and technical workers:

Examples are school teachers, un,ersity

professors, doctors, nurses, lawyers,

laboratory technicians, accountants,

engineers, computer programmsrs

Managers ant3 administrators: Examples

are bank officers, store managers,

school principals, university presidents,

people in charge of goveinment offices

Sales workers: Examples dre sales

clerks in stores, real estate agents,

insurance agents

Sun
rnsu.ro:no

Auto
Life.

h
home.

5

4



Lesson 10

$ 1

Clerical workers: Examples are

secretaries, postal clerks, book-

keepers, cashiers, bank tellers

Craft and kindred workers:

Examples are automobile mechanics,

electricians, carpenters, bakers,

plumbers

I

1

9 Operatives: Examples are machine

welders, seamstresses, gas station

attendants, bus drivers

Servi.cr;workers: Examples are

c _triers, cooks, waiters and wait -

resses, nursing aides, hairdressers

6f;

rJ

VI



Lesson 10

Activity B:
Comparing female and male workers

3 -1 Look at the following frequency table. B I Answer on Page 68

urnbrs of Men and %%omen in Occupational (.r sups in 1977

Oct upation Women Men

( !erica! Workers 12.7011,000--- 3,400,000
Sersece Workers 7,700.000 4,700,000
Professional and technical 5,800,000 7.800,000
Operatis es 4,200,000 6,300.000
Sales ttorivrs 2.500.000 3,300.000
Managers 2.200,000 7,500,000
Craft and Kindred 600.000 11,300.000

Source. Sonevietal ..111strati 1 flig. Department of Commerce. Bureau
of the Census, p. 118.

Note. Numbers arc rounded to the nearest hundred thousand.

Use the information on the frequency
taLIv to fill in a histogram like the
on' below.

Number or Men and Women in Occupational Groups in 1977

177-41
= W4)01C11 I

I

12 0

9 1)

0

0

_ ..
Profescional
s. I ethnical

'

Mcn rEZA

w w

I

_

Managers Sales Clerical Craft &
rkers %% pricers Kindred

I secs of Occop.0 one

(.7

Operatives
Workers



Lesson 10

8-1 Ansm-r

E 2 Cirr ca, workers Soruce workerS

3 payin4

t. 3 rnev ar, rcalirmg rhat ;hey cars
.1,, nontramtpf,nao join erntaIly
Aeit and can trictrove better nay
.n niece jIts

it 1

B-2 Which occupations have more women than
men?

B-3 Do you think the occupations that have
more women than men are high-paying or
low-paying, compared with the other
occupations? (Hint: Look at the first
histogram again.) Why?

Activity C:
Class wrap-up

C-1 Check your answers for Activities A
and B.

C-2 Discuss your answers to B-3.

C-3 Why are more and more women moving out
of traditionally female careers and
into traditionally male careers?

C-4 If you were ready to go to college,
what career would you prepare for?
Why?

Number of Women and Men in Occupational Groups in 1977

W a Women r--1 M a Men OM

i
=....

2

120-

9 0

6 0

1 0-

1

W I
1

I M
T

W I %i w M
IW 1M W II W 1M

i

I

1

1

1

1

,

;

1

i
1

1

,

V

I

,

(lerical
lArrilcrti

7/
/:(

/

I TA 6
Kindred

PtoIessinnal
t. t et finical

Scritee
%Dam

Operatioe11anagr-rc Safes
%oilier.,

twecoltkntliMmm

Saj
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TEACUER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 11
WY

Duration: One or more class periods

Purpose: To help students use data from histograms to analyze
information about the schooling of females and males

Student Objectives:

To construct and interoret a histogram

To hypothesize about why women often receive less pay
than men

Teaching Suggestions:

All levels: All activities

Vocabulary': No new words t

Evaluation Activity: None (you may use Activity Bas an
evaluation activity)

Background:

The following are the main points of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize them as often as appropriate.

Some disciplines in college have a 'ugh concentrator
of males, while other disciplines have a high concentra-
zion of females.

Disciplines that lead to high-income careers tend to
have a nign concentration of males.

41+ ":' number of women enrolling in college has increased
steadil',- in the past few decades.



)

Lesson 11; More Practice
with Ifistograms

Activity A:
College courses

=111=

In the lest lesson, you saw that some jobs

are held by more men than women. Other jobs

ire held by more wo:n.n1 than ^^':.n.

The courses people take in college help

determine what jobs they will have after

iraduation. The following histogram shows

the percent of women and men who received

college degrees in certain subjects in 1976.

The subjects are shown at thr, bottom of the

nistoqram.

1.

t ) I

6 9



Lesson 11
allIMMNIMMII

2 6t-_,

-. 4

90

81)

70

b0

50

40

20-

10

Percent of College Degrees Awarded in 1976

M = MetiW Women
W NI IV I NI

;

L,
if
,

Rosiness &
Management

hdwcativn 1,ngineering I icalth
Economics

"lypes of College Degrees

Math Physical
Science

soot. v. 'trot% n, George 11. But heb,r 4rt Az< ;ads If) Women, Oepartznent of Health, Edni ation, and
uelior, I dio anon nom, pp 8.9

Use the histociram to answer the following

J4uestIons.

A-1 What pt:rc(nt of degrees in business and
man,tiement were awarded to women?

pur-,::nt of 4egrees in mathematics
woro riwIrdi_d to men?

pi_r.t of degrees in education*
wfrk t...:ariaed to women?

A-4 In whi-:1 sub;ect(s) is the difference
10t.w1,4h rnt potnt of women ana men
th- (jr, st?

su),,jocr has the hirfnest
tit f wr,rat...11?

thInk there tr.2 m4ny
No r m.' I-. i n thzii,' 't

4
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Lesson 11

subleet has the highest A6 a Entsmeermu

pr,:ontage of men?

Why do you think there are so many
:ore men than women in that
sabieet?

Whien subjects do you think lead to
betttr-paying jobs than others?

. Activity B (discussion):
Comparing females and males in college courses

i,%.:uss your answers for Activity A.

Activity C:
Comparing female and male college enrollments

Make. a hIstogram based on the
Information in the frequency table
L)c ' low .

'Hint: Round the numbers to the
nearest hundred thousand for scale.
Po- example, 5,369,000 would be
rJuildd to 5,400,000 on the histogram.)

t ilillestc 1 nrollment at Women anti Men (rum 1970 to 1977

N ear 1 %lowest \leo
- ----1

1977 1848,000 ; 5.369,000
1976 1654.000 j 5296,000
197; 1355.000 3,'142,000

197 1,901,000 r 1.926.000

1`,73 1.102 ,000 -1.677.000

1972 '1,160 000 I .1 851.000

1971 '12'16.000 4.850.000
1970 f 3013.000 4.01.110

Sourt . `;;',/;tftt .1/ 1 lostroe I 1478 1' 1 Dp.ottnnt ut t sunnier( c,
Purr fuut the p 160

14,10 ei010t ')f the reasons. for th(.
ft.t that women are often paid less
t"in Think of information from

le.Tson and front the previou,?

on h:Jtoorams.

1) It is a tratiitioil sl are. t:r
Anir.males

A-7 Business and mina:lemon. en9i
neerInq rnaih, phys.caI it i twit e

trantationativ mate ,sre:tsi

C. See chart at ed of chapter for anso.et

C-2 ile.noos for sf off,fehces nl %.0.0 re.
xg complex, invoiviuss .stssuitist

k.no pito( otio.
..-gihn,Pku P..00 sc,. 4,6(I krnti+01M1,

41



Lesson 11
be

t
1.

Activity D:
. A panel discussion

IMP. aWNWIWN

Your teacher will ask four or five volunteers

to form a panel to discuss C-2 and possible

solutions to the probiem. Both females and

males will be on the panel.

The panel discussion ,;ill include time for

questions from other members of the class.

0.1
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TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 12
===m=mmmilimmommilmw

Duration: One or more class periods

11111.11.11M

Purpose: To introduce students to the purpose and interpretation
of line graphs

Student Objectives:

To construct and interpret a line graph

To use data from a line graph to generalize about trends
in education for women and men

Teaching Suggestions:

All levels: Al]. activities

Vocabulary: Line graph

Evaluation Activity: None (you may use Activity B as an
evaluation activity)

Background:

The followilg are the main points of the lesson. Make sure
to erphasi%e them as often as appropriate.

The number of women and met. graduating from hickh school
increased steadily from 1962 to 1975.*

More male than female high school graduates enroll 1:
College immediately after high school. (However, recent
statistics show that enrollment is now almost half
females and half males.)

itliflti lbt rjh` oksit V.iitotr bard, it rot Ihr I 1 147,01,00in1<11t,4("mm,,

9 o



Lesson 12: Line Graphs
=1=MI,-=1,
Activity A:
What is a line graph?

Line graphs are often used to show how facts

change as time passes. Study the following

line graph.

Female High School Graduates

Source: Stattsitcal Abstract 1978. U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census,
p. 159.

On the graph, the number of women is given

in millions. That is, 1.6 means 1,600,000.

A point halfway between 1.5 and 1.6 means

1,550,000.

Use the graph to answer these questions.

A-1 What was the increase in female high
school graduates from 1974 to 1975?

A-2 In which year was the increase the
0.--

grb.eTtest?

A-3 In which year was there a decrease?

73 9

Al Approxemately 3:4,000

A2 1969

A.-3 1976



Lesson 12
711111

Or

A See chart at end o f chapter for answer.

Here are some data on the number of male

high school graduates.

Year

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

Number of Men

1,340,000
1,400,000
1,400,000
1,450,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,550,000
1,600,000

Source: Statistical Abstract 1978. U.S. Department of Commerce.
Bureau of the Census, p. 159.

A-4 Make a line graph similar to the one you
just studied. Use the title "Male High
School Graduates" for your line graph.
Use the infoimation above to complete
your line graph, following these steps:

Step 1 Look at each part of the data
for example, 1968, 1,340,000.

Step 2 .ind 1968 at the bottom of your
graph.

Step 3 Find 1,340,000 on the left side
of your graph.

Step 4 Put a dot at the point where 1968
and 1,340,000 meet.

Stle5 Repeat this process for all the
data.

Step 6 Use lines to connect the dots.

A5

A.6

A7

50.0Cifr

1969

Noee

A-5

A-6

A-7

What was the increase in male graduates
from 1970 to 1971?

In which year was the increase in male
graduates the greatest?

In which year was there a decrease in
male graduates?

74



Lesson 12

Activity B:
Comparing college enrollments=11- Vesmonsomoismilms

Sometimes we put two sets of data on one

line graph. This helps us to compare the

data.

Here are some data on the percent of high

school graduates who went directly to

college.

Year of
Graduation

Percent
of Women

Percent
of Men

1962 43 55
1963 39 52
1964 41 57
1965 45 57
1966 43 59
1967 47 58
1968 49 63
1969 47 60
1970 49 55
1971 50 58
1972 46 53

Sours 1975 Handbook on Iromen Workers. U.S. I/Talmo:1u of labor.
Woolcu'iliktv,ok. pp. 08, 199.

The percentages are for female and male high

school graduates attending college. For

example, find the number 43 under the column

for percent of women. This means that

43 percent of all Pemale high school graduates

in 1962 went to college that year.

75 95



Lesson 12a=r* PCOSIIIIMPINI=IWr.MNIENO

8-1 Sve chdit A end of chdonn for rnso.er B-1 Use the preceding data to make a line
graph like the one below. You will have
two sets of lines: one for the data
about women and one for the data about
men. Draw a dotted line for women and
a solid line for men.

ercent of High School Graduates Who Enrolled in College: 1962 to 1972

62-
601

58-
56

54

52-
50-
48
46
44-
42-
40-
38-

Women = Men =

1962

B :' Mate

I' .. 1964 an 1966. 1970

841 in no year

B .5 Fewer women than ronn go to
colleg0 rhreCtiy from hr,jh school

1963 1964 1965 1966 196 7 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

B-2 Did a higher percent of female or male
high school graduates attend college?

B-3 During which years was there the most
difference between the percent of men
and women attending college? The least
difference?

B-4 During which year was t'e percent of
females attending college higher than
the percent of ma:es?

B-5 What are some other conclusions (general
statemits) you can make from this
graph?

Activity C:
Class wrap-up

IRMININOPINII

Discuss your answers for Activities A and B.

76 i U il
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TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 13

Duration: One class period

Purpose: To introduce students to the purpose and interpretation
of circle graphs

Student Objectives:

To construct and interpret a circle graph

* To use data from circle graphs to generalize about the
problems of women in the labor force

Teaching Suggestions:

All levels: All activities

Vocabulary: Circle graph

Evaluation Activity: Activity C (for general information about
the use of evaluation activities, see page xii)

Background:

The following are the main points of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize them as often as appropriate.

The average woman today in the United States works
outside the home for a major part of her life.

In almost half of all families having both a wife and
a ndsband, both the wife and the husband work to
support the family.



Lesson 13: Circle Graphs
Activity A:
What is a circle graph?

Some students plan their future carefully.

Others have no idea what their career will

be.

Girls often pip to get married after high

school. They may plan to be supported by

their husbands for the rest of their lives.

Boys often plan to work in a career. They

plan to marry a woman who will raise their

children.

But what really happens?

To find out, look at the following circle

gsplE, which present data in circular form.

These graphs help us compare the lives of an

average American woman and man.

77



Lesson 13

A Woman's Life--73 Years

Retirement:
19 years

Working outside
. home to support

23 } ears

1401 and
childhood
education:

12 years

Adolescence and
college education.

9 years
Bearing

and
raising

children.

10 years

A Man's Life-67 Years
Retire.
mcnt:

Working outside
home to support

family:

40 years

Source. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Binh and
childhood
education:

12 years

Adolescence and
college education:

11 years

Many women are spending fewer years working

inside th..! home and a greater number of years

working outside the home. A study shows that

in 1977, 47 percent of all women aged 16 years

or older were working.*

Of these working women:

24% were single

15% were widowed, divorced, or separated

A-1 Work.rig Women 1977 612 were married

/1" wodowed,
dsvorced,

separoed single

24%

A-1 Make a circle graph to show these
statistics on working women. Make sure
to title your graph and label its parts,

marrow'

61%

`Sourer: Stoat:cal ,tbsiract 1978. U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, p. 4 4.



Lesson 13

In 1972, la survey.-;howed that in most

families the husband is not the only one

who works outside the home. Study the

circle graph below and use it to answer

the questions,that follow. .

e.

Working Families

Only wife Husband

Wife and
working: and relative

relative other y 2%
than husband

working: sb 2%

(I other than
wife
work
ing:
11%

Only husband
working:

36%

Both husband
and wife
working:

49%

Source: 1975 handbook on Women Workers. U.S. Department of Labor,
Women's Bureau, p. 139.

A-2 In what percent of the husband-wife
families do both the husband and the
wife work?

A-3 In what percent of the husband-wife
families does the husband not work?

A-4 In what percent of the husband-wife
families does only the husband work?

4

A2 49%

A-3 4%

Adt 36%



Lesson 13

B 2 a Sample answers economic
need, senalter families

b. Sample answers higher
clivOree late, economic need

c and d Sample answers. poor
career preparation because
they assumed they would not
have to work, discrimination
and limiting socialization, lack
of awareness of reality

4.

Activity B:
Class wrap-up

B-1 Check your answers for Activity A.

/ B-2 Give at least two reasons for each of
the following facts:

a. More women are working today than
ever before.

4'

b. Forty-two percent of working:fwomen
are single or arty the head of a
household.

c. Thirty-four percent of families
with females as the head of the
household have incomes below the
poverty lei74.

d. Women recei the largest percent
of public aid and welfare payments.

Activity C:
Flight check

Did you understand this lesson? To find out,

answer the following question without

looking back at the lesson. Then, your

teacher will help you check your answers.

Assume that you are going to live 100 years.

Make a circle graph that shows how you plan

to spend your time.

80
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TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 14

Rtlration: Two or more class periods

. Purpose: To help students think about decisions that concern
their own educational plans

Student Objective:

To construct a frequency table, a histogram, and a line
graph based on students' personal plans for higher educa-
ti on

,Teaching Suggestions:
4

All levels: Single activity (A)
\ .

..-.. (This lesson is important, since it provides an opportunity
for students try make personal and/or group decisions using
the information learned in the unit.)

Vocabulary: No new words

Evaluation Activity: None

Background:

The following is the main point of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize it as often as appropriate.

If students begin thinking early about their future,
they will be better prepared to develop sound, realistic
plans.

10 i



Lesson 14: Thinking about
Your Education

Activity A:
What next?

After you graduate from high school,'how

many more years of schooling do you want to

get? Include junior college, vocational-

technical school, college, university, or

other types of schooling.

A-1 Your teacher will ask everyone in your
class the above question. As each
person answers, record the answers on
a frequency table. To make the table:

Step I Decide on the range of years
,(top and bottom points).

Step 2 Decide on the intervals (how
much between each point).

x
r- Step 3 Copstruct the frequency table.

106
81

Suygestrons for Activity A The
collection of data for thts activity may

. be performed by one recorder appointed
for the class or by several recorders

. imeolviewmg students in different groups.
In the latter case, the data from all the
recorders would need to be pooled to
construct the. frequency table

Once tne completed frequency table
is available to all students IperhaPs on
the chalkboard), the exercises at the
end of theeactsysty may be performed
individually,
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After 15 people have answered, your table

might look like this:

Plans for Education after High School ,

Years of Education
after High School

Tallies Frequency

Girls Boys Girls Boys

8

7 1

6

5

4 144-r It/

3

I / Z 2
1

fl /

In the tallies column, note how every fifth

tally mark crosses the other four marks.

This makes it easy to find the totals.

After you complete your frequency table,

answer the following questions.

.--:b-

A-2 What is the mean average number of years
of education after high school that the
girls in your class want to have?

A-3 What is the mea, average number of years
of education after high school that the
boys in your class want to have?

1
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Lesson 14

A-4 What is the mean average number of years
for the entire class?

A-5 Construct a histolram of the data you
collected.

A-6 Construct a line graph of the data you
collected.

A-7 What is the median number of years of
education after high school for the
girls? For the boys? For the class?

A-8 What is the mode of the number of years
of education after high school for the
girls? For the boys? For the class?



TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 15

Duration: TwO or more class periods

Purpose: To give students an opportunity to think about job and
salary differences that exist between women and men in
the labor force

Student Objectives:

To identify wage differences between women and men employed
in similar jobs

To suggest desirable changes in jobs and salaries for women
and men

To state personal job preferences and to give reasons for
those preferences

Teaching Suggestions:

All levels: All activities

(This lesson is important, since it provides an opportunity
to students to make personal and/or group decisions using
the information learned in the unit.)

Vocabulary: No new words

Evaluation Activity: None

Special Preparations: Make copies of the job cards and distribute
them randomly to the students. It is not
necessary that female students get the "woman"
jobs and male the students the "man" jobs.
If the activity extends over one class period,
collect the car s, with the students' names
noted on them, return the cards to the
same students whe the lesson continues.

If there are more than 24 students in the
class, hand out the necessary number of
duplicates.

Background:

The following are the main points of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize them as often as appropriate.

In most job categories, women are paid less than men are.

Women are concentrated in a few, relatively low-paying
occupations.
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Lesson 15: What's Your Line?
Activity A:
It's your first job!

, =MrmsilMi/i

You have just been hired at your first job.

You will be given a card that lists information

about your job. Form groups with others who

have your job type. Some groups will be larger

than others.

Group A: Clerical workers

Group B: Professional and technical workers

Group C: Managers

Group D: Service workers

Group F: Sales workers

Group F: Craft and kindred workers

The information on your card is based on

actual jobs and average salaries for women

and men workers in the United States.*

" file information on the lob c.trtl 'clawed from the lh I upational Outlook
Handbook 82 83 anti 0( ttipintonal ha zings of Men and 11'01Iten, April 1982,
published b% the U.S. Department of Labor.

85
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Lesson 15

Al through A4 VarietY of answers

A6 Men get higher salaries in all the
fob Macs

A.6 Variety of answers

A 7 For all growls, none sobs require
math or mathelated courses,
incluthng elementary school
teacher, city manager, agricultural
engineer, bank teller, retail sales
worker, construction inspector,
msurance agent, chef food
counter worker

al=1=1=Miw

In your group, discuss the following

questions. Choose a group recorder to

write the group's answers.

A-1 a. How many people are in your job
type?

b. How many men are in your job type?

c. How many women are in your job
type?

A-2 Ii you do not have the same number of
women as men, why do you think this
happened?

A-3 Do you think there should be about the
same number of men as women in your
job type? Why or why not?

A-4 Do you think men and women can do all
the jobs in your group equally well?
Why or why not?

A-5 Who gets higher salaries in your job
type: men or women?

A-6 a. In your groups are there two people
who have similar jobs, job descrip-
tions and requirements, but have
different salaries?

b. Who has the higher salary: the man
or the woman?

c. Do you think this is fair? Why or
why not?

A-7 How many jobs in your group require
some math or math-related courses (such
as accounting and finance)?
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Lesson 15

Activity B (discussion):
Comparing females and males in jobs

1111111.!111111111=101

B-1 Discuss your answers for Activity A.

B-2 In the clerical workers' group, the
administrative assistant (man) and
secretary (woman) have similar job
descriptions but have different
salaries. What is the difference in
their salaries?

B-3 In the professional and technical workers'
group, the man chemist and woman chemist
have the same job title, description, and
requirements. But one of tnem gets a
higher salary. What is the difference in
their salaries?

B-4 In the managers' group, the man and woman
sales managers of retail stores have the
same job title, description, and require-
ments. What is the difference in their
salaries?

8-5 In the sales workers' group, the man and
woman retail sales workers have the same
job title, description, and requirements.
What is the difference in their salaries?

B-6 Some job groups have more men than women
working in them. For example, tradition-
ally female jobs include teaching,
nursing, and secretarial work. Tradition-
ally male jobs include most other types
of work.

If your group had more women than men,
write the salaries of your group on one
side of the chalkboard.

If your group had more men than women,
write the salaries of your group on the
other side of the chalkboard.

a. Which job groups get better
salaries: the ones with more men
or more women?

b. Why do you think they get different
salaries?

8414

B2 S211

8-3 56.130

B-4 S5,990.

85 S3,900.

B-6 a You may need to help stu-
dents answer this question

The groups with more men
are Professional and Techni-
cal. Managers, Sales Workers,
and Craft and Kindred. The
groups with more women are.
Clerical Workers and Service
Workers The jobs with more
men are generally better
Paying than those with more
women.

b. Sample answers. women tend
to cluster in towPaYing sobs.
women tend to get less educ.a-
bon and tend to avoid courses
that lead to weilPaying IOW;
men can work more Years
without interruption for fam-

dubes, thus accumulating
more experience and receiving
more a ay, women have discon
tortuous work patterns due to
family care responsibility and have
difficulty finding the type of
lobs they want after an ab-
sence. women have often been
discriminated against in terms
of hiring and salaries.

Briefly explain these facts to the stu-
dents, perhaps after the class discussion.
Mention the fact that the labor market
is changing with regard to equality for
women, but more changes are needed
for women and mirocities on order to
teach equality



Lesson 15

Activity C:
What jobs interest you?

C-1 Did you like the job you got on your
card? Why or why not?

C-2 If you did not like the job on your
card:

a. What kind of job would you like?
(It can be any job, not only the
ones on the cards.)

b. Fins out the job requirements for
the kind of job you want and list
them.

c. How can you prepare for this job?

You might change your mind later about the

job you want many people do. It's good to

watch for other jobs you might like.

Activity D:
Making changes

What changes would you like to see take place

in the jobs and salaries held by men and

women? What can you do to help change

things? What can others do?

In the past few years, some women have begun

to get jobs that used to be held mainly by

men. Some men have begun to get jobs that

used to be held mainly by women. Also, men

and women in the same jobs are beginning to

receive similar salaries. It is possible to

change things!
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Lesson 15

ForJ1 a group with three or four other

students. Choose a group recorder to write

your group's answers to D-1 and D-2.

D-1 Make a chart listing the changes you
would like to see in jobs and salaries
for women and men.

D-2 For each change, discuss ways you and
others can help niake those changes.

D-3 Present your plan for change to the
class.

r

89 1. It%

0.1 Sample answers equal opportun-
ity. equal pay, reasonably equal
distribution among occupational
groups

0.2 Sample answers continued legal
change, better career planning;
movement by women into non-
traditional jobs; socialization that
is not based on sex stereotypes,
encouragement by counselors,
teachers, and parents for girls to
rethink their definitions of them-
selves. use of political participa-
tion skills such as organiling,
supporting, mobilizing, cost-
benefit analysis, and voting to
gain equal treatment of women
and men

Note Participation skills are
covered in die unit Decisions
and You.
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Man Woman

fob Type:
Professional and Technical

job:
Utemist

Requirements:
Collette clegie in
c heinistiN

Description:
Do bask lewd:di
chernistr)

Salary:
525,584

job:
Nlanattr. toad
'tore

Requirements:
oin ears t ollege

helpful but not
necessai

Joh Type:
Sales Manager

Job Type:
Professional and Technical

job:
in Elemental school

teacher

Requirements:
College degree in
education; teacher
certification

_I.---
Man

Description:
Supercjse other
tt or kers, ach ertising,
buying and selling,
customer relations

Salary:
S15,760

job:
Cat} manage'

Requirements:
lit e ear, of college
or Nlaster's degree.
including one ear
of college math

job Type:
Manager

Ilan
4

Description:
Nlanage clail ;tem it ies
of a cite , ..cceb as gar.
bage lento% al, growth,
transportation

Salary;
533,000

Pro

Job:
Chemist

Requirements:
College degree in
chemistry

Description.
Teach elementar school
children basic math,
language, sticnce, and
social studies

Salary:
S16,172

Job Typ
ssional at Technical

1

---,
Woman

Description:
1)o basic research in
chemistry

Salary:
S19,454

job:
Manager. retail
store

Requirements:
Four years college
helpful but not

1 necessary.

..i

91

Job Type:
Sales Manager

Description:
Soper% ise other
workers; advertising,
Iniing and selling,
c ustomer relations

Salary:
S9.770

.... "..11 ..1=1
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Woman

.Jos) Type:
Clerical Worker

Job Type:
Clerical Worker

Job: Description: Job: ,Description:
.1(lintousttatke
assistant

Be responsible
for routine dittiec
at an offics:

Secretary Type, (Ake shorthand,
and be responsible for
routine duties at an office

Requirements: Salary: Requirements: Salary:
High school diploma;
werct anal training

512,116 f figh school diploma;
secretarial training,
including typing and
shorthand

$11,905

s

Winn=

Type:
Workcr

Man

job Type:
Professional and Technical Worker

Job
Clerical

.Job: Description: Job: Description:
College pn)lessor Teach college

courses in a par-
ticular subject

File clerk Label, store,
update, and col-
lect information
in files

Requirements: Salary:
Doctoral degree; 525,200 Requirements: Salary:
teaching expo knee;
published articles and
books

High school diploma;
typing and good
knowledge of English

$9,828

.

.0*

.o., .
NlitiTt". Woman

Job Type: Job Type:
Professional and Technical Worker Clerical Worker

Job: Description: Job: Description:

.1gru illtuo.,o1 engincro Design inachinei
and equipment, and
improNe ways to
go ow 100d

Bank teller I landle deposits
and withdrawals
from accounts

Requirements: Salary:

Requirements: Salary: i sigh 54'1100) diploma; $9,776
Master's degree in
engineering (in( lading
math ( out ses )

S22,900 clerical skills; some
math

al.M1.1/ 1 --t

E93 1 1
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Lesson 15

womait

Job T)pe:
Craft and Kindred

Job: Description:
Jcueler Design jewelry, do

stone setting and
engra ing

Requirements: Salary:
I sigh school diploma: SI 3,000
iciu 0,11S Ipptenti(1.--

Ship

Job Type:
Service Worker

Job: Description:
llousehold wotkei Clean house, cook

meals, help care for
children

Requirements: Salary:
Experience and ability 55,408 4to cook and clean;
courses in home
economics helpful

.job:
Nlannenance
clecti it ian

Requirements:
1.our }Ca%
apprenticeship

Job:
COn..i ruction
impel tor

Lim. won .. . .. rr. .1 =. Imw .11m. .1 ..
Nlan i Woman

Job Type:
Craft and Kindred

Description: I Job:
Keep lights. genera. I Retail sales uorker
tors, and other
electrical equipment
in good working order

Salary:
SI6,61-0

MIMO 01111.

Job Type:
Craft and Kindred

Requirements:
'1u 0 %al% of junior
college with mime
cony" in math

.4,. .111610 1111=war

Job Type:
Sales Worker

'Requirements:
IIigh school diploma;
courses in merchandis-
ing, accounting, math

Mn a

Description:
Inspect building
consti tiction, electri-
cal and echanical
works. or public works

Salary:
S16)300

.11.=... .1114.11.0 ./

..

Job:
Sewing machine
operator

Description:
Sell products, u rite
receipts, l'eCeiNC pal
mon and make change

Salary:
$8,008

Awl.* ere. Iim.

Job Type:
Craft and Kindred

Requirements:
.Coarse~ in sewing;
high school diploma
unnecessary

95 1.15

Worn an

Description:
Sew doilies by

..
machine in a gars ,ent
factor

Salary:
S8,112

*Emma er. ..irk. 411P
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Lesson 15
MMITII, ..1.'

Man

Job T.,. pe:
Service Worker

Woman

Job Type:
Service Worker

Job: Description: Job: Description:
Chcl Prepare meals and super-

ise kitchen staff
Food- counter worker Serve customers in

cafeterias and fast-
food restaurants

Requirements: Salary:
Onuses in business S16,640 Requirements: Salary:
math and hood pie-
paration ; experience
as a cook

High school diploma
unnecessary but must
be good in math

$8,632

Job Type:
Sales Worker

Job:
Retail sales m otker

Requirements:
Iligh school diploma;
( oinses in merchandis-
ing, accounting. math

Nlani

Description:
Sell products, write
recelpiS, receive pig-
ments, and make change

Salary:
$11,908

Job Type: ,

Service Worker

Job:
Social service aide

Requirements:
Two yeats of junior
college'

Woman

Dqtfiption:
_,----Help social workers

and people who need
aid from social
agencies

Salary:
$8,944

..+ ... .wm ..... .... ..m.._________________4_-_-------------------
I

Job Type:
Sales Worker

Job:
Instuain c aqui»

Requitemcnts:
College dcgtee we-
lt-I-red. with courses HI

lc 4 ()lulling, iinaln e.
insinaltre, and math

..... NWO Olial

Man Woman

Description: .

Sell insurance poficies
and help customers plan
the use of their money

Salary:
$20,904 (could be
higher, depending on
policies sold)

97

Job Type:
Service Worker

Job:
Li< eased practical
nurse

Requirements:
Training as a practical
nurse; high school
dipltmia preferred

L_.

Description..
Help registered muses
and doctors eau. for
patients

Salary:
$12,500

11u
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Your Future
TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 16

Duration: Two or more class periods

Purpose: To give students an opportunity to think about the
importance of making realistic plans for the future

Student Objective:

To state problems that may del:clop as a result of not
planning for one's economic future

Teaching Suggestions:

All Levels:- All 'ctivities

(This lesson is important,. since it provides an opportunity
for students to make personal and/or grcup decisions using
the information learned in the unit.)

Vocabulary: No new words

Evaluation Activity: None
...-

Background:

The following is the main point of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize it as often as appropriate.

Many women (and men) become trapped in undesirable
economic situations as a result of not planning for
their economic future.
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' Lesson 16: Deciding to Plcy
Activity'A (discussion):
Thinking about economic problems

).

1

L

A,

Ourculture is changing in many.way. Some

of these changes have caused-ptoblems for
o.--*

women and minority groups. Here are some

examples of problems:

The fastest-growing poverty group'to4ay

is women. Two out ofAthree Americant'

whose income is below the poverty level

ar4women.

Women rarely get retirement payments.

Only, one in twenty retired women gets a

retirement payment.

women make 60 cents in salary for every

dollar a man makes. Eighty percent of

art working women are in the lowest-
.t.

paying jobs.

Nine out of ten women will have to Work

sometime during their lives.

Less than 15 percent of all families in

America still have a husband who works

and a wife who stays home with the

children.

, 101
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Lesson 16

A-1 Obtaining a good education, choosing a
non-traditional held, evaluating and
comparing Job benefits, aiming for
administrative and managerial positron

A-2 To prepare oneself fOr the work mar-
ket syezti advanced education and
skills, to recognize that marriage is no
(Natant e of economic security and
that you may need tofwant to anter
the work force at some point in your
life even if you marry.

A-1 If you are a how can you keep the
first three problems from becoming true
about yourself?

A-2 Why is it important to know about the
last two problems?

Activity B:
How did they end up this way?

Reed the f'llowing story by yourself or with

your class.

A Change in Plan5

Sonia is 21 years old. After

looking for a job for six months, she

finally found one last month. She is

a clerk typist in an office.

Sonia is asking herself a question:

How did I end up working here? She

certainly had not planned it this way.

Her teenage dreams had included a hus-

band, a baby, and a nice house. She

had not thought\she would have-'to work.

In middfe school', Sonia had been a

very good student. She liked math and

science and planned to go to college.

She thought that perhaps she would

become an engineer or a laboratory

technician. She was fascinated by

what she had heard about both careers.
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Lesson 16

Her dreams changed in high school,

when she met Tim. Tim had dreams of

the future, too. He wanted to be a

professional basketball player. Tim

and Sonia began dating. Sonia's

dreams about becoming an engineer

faded. She began to think of life

with Tim. She didn't take as much

math and science in high school as

she had planned.

As they neared graduation, Sonia and

Tim decided to get married right away.

Sonia would not go to college. Instead,

she would stay home and take care of

the housework while Tim got a job.

Tim still wanted to be a basketball

player. However, he found that the

competition even for a good player

like him--was very great. No profes-

sional team wanted him straight out of

high school, and he wasn't interested

in college. The only job he could find

was working in a warehouse.

At first, they had been happy, even

though they did not have much money.

A few months. later, So lia became preg-
.

nantsand Tim lost his job. The strain
.

of not having money and of planning fox

a baby at the same.time Was too much.

Tim and Sonia began arguing with each

other. Soon they were divorced.

103
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Lesson 16

1

Even after the divorce, Sonia was

not frightened about the future. Sha

knew that Tim had found another job.

Ho would give her money to care for

the baby. But that did not turn out

quite as planned, either. Sonia could

not manage on the money Tim was sending

her. Before she knew it, she was on

welfare. Her income was bel w poverty

level!

Sonia decided she had to get a job.

But she had not prepared to work. She

had no skills except typing. That's

how she ended up in the clerk typist

job.

A V

Sonia has now worked at the office

for a month. She dislikes her job.

It is boring, and she feels that she

deserves a much better job. She has

decided to go to night school to in-

crease her skills.
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Lesson 16

Tim is also disappointed in his job.

But he has not been able to find any-

thing better. The higher-paying jobs

require special skills from a vocational-

technical school or a college.

Both Sonia and Tim wish they had

waited until laf*.!r to get married. And

they wish they had planned their careers

more realistically. If they had, they

would probably not be in such a mess now.

B-1 Pretend you have suddenly become the
head of a family and your income is
below poverty level.

a. How do you feel?

b. How did you get into this situation?
(Use your imagination.)

c. List some things that happened that
you could not control.

d. List some decisions you made that
led you into this situation.

e. What could you have done differently
to avoid this situation?

B-2 Make a circle graph showing your life
plan. Show what activities you will do
and for how long. As you make the
graph, think carefully about your future.
What you think now will affect what you
become.

Activity C:
Class wrap-up

Discuss your answers for Activity B.
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TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 17

Duration: Two or more class periods

Purpose: To give students an opportunity to think about realistic
career decisions

Student Objective:

To write a career plan, including advantages and disadvan-
tages, values, and reasons for the choice of career

Teaching Suggestions:

All levels: All activities

(This lesson is important, since it provides an opportunity
for students to make personal and/or group decisions using
the information learned in the unit.)

Vocabulary: No new words

Evaluation Activity: None

Background:

The following is the main point of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize it as often as appropriate.

If people set realistic goals in advance, they will be
more likely to realize those goals and to lead a
productive life.

Two excellent sources for additional information about jobs
are The Occupational Outlook Handbook and Exploring Careers,
both prepared by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics. The latest edition of The Occupational
Outlook Handbook is 1982-83; Exploring Careers is available
in a 1979 edition, at this writing.

.
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Lesson 17: A Realistic Plan

Activity A:
Planning a career

Believe it or not, someday soon you will be

an adult, If you plan your future carefully,

you can have an interesting, full life.

"What kind of planning?" you may ask. Well,

how much money do you want to make? Where do

you want to live? Do you want to know many
''70///('14'

people? What kind of people? Do you want to

live in the woods, on P farm, or in the city? t,
"- ,

What kind of car do you want--a big, comfort-

able gas guzzler or a small economy car? Do

you want to marry? If so, when? Do you want

to marry early, or do you want a good educa-

tion first? What kind of job do you want?

Chances are that you don't know what career

you want, or how much money you want to make.

But you have to start thinking about your

life. You'll be much happier if you plan for

it now. No excuses! If you work toward your

goals, you can reach them.

107
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Lesson 17

In this lesson, you will have the opportunity

to think about who you are and what you want

to become. As you do the activities, remember

the following things:

Your plan for the future must be

realistic. For example, it is real-

istic to plan to he an accountant in

the 1980s and 1990s. There will be

many accounting jobs open in these

years.

Your plan must be good for you. The

'job you .plan for should provide the

amount of money you need or want.

It should also be enjoyable.

To help you think about some careers, read

the next section. It provides some informa-

tion about various jobs that will be available

in the 1980s and 1990s.

Im ort t: Both women and men can be

succes ul in any of these jobs. Don't

limit your choices because you are a male

or female.
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Career Information*

Accountants

They keep the financial records of a

business. They are needed because

managers depend more and more on

dollars-and-cents information.

Educational background: Degree in
accounting

Starting salary: $15,100

After several years: $18,400 to $31,900

Chief ountant: $28,300 to $50,000

Administrative Support Occupations,
ITITludinq Clerical

Examples include airline reservation

clerks, bank tellers, office, stock,

and postal clerks, secretaries, recep-

tionists, bookkeepers, credit represen-

tatives, claims adjusters, teacher's

aides, telephone operators, mail

carriers, and typists.

Educational background: High school
diploma usually required. For most
jobs, some math. Other requirements
depend on specific job duties.' On-the-
job training may be provided.

Starting salary: $9,000 to $18,000

After several years: $11,500 to $21,500

Si t U S 1)e).0 Of l.alxu. M0-4.10 01 1..11)0t S1.11 IN( it N. ayupahonal
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Advertising workers

They do writing, research, and sales

work. There are many jobs in large

cities such as Los Angeles, New York

City, and Chicago.

Educational background: Degree in
English, advertising, or journalism

Starting salary: $10,000 to $18,000

After several years: $18,000 to $25,000

Bank officers and managers

They supervise workers in banks,

give advice to individuals and busi-

nesses, and take part In community

projects.

Educational background: Degree in
business

Starting salary: $13,200 to $15,600

After several years: Several times
starting salary depending on position
and size and location of bank

110 13



Computer programmers

They write programs for computers.

Many jobs are available in this area.

Educational background: Degree in
computer programming

Starting salary: $13,000 to $15,600

After several years: $24,440 to $26,000

Engineers

Some engineers work in manufacturing

companies that produce electronic

equipment. Other engineers work in

construction or public utilities.

Others work as professors or re-

searchers. Also, engineers design

factories and work on environmental

problems.

Educational background: Degree in
engineerthg

Starting salary: $22,900

After several years: $32,516

111 3 4
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Market research workers

They study information about products

and the people who buy them. They

also interview people to get infor-

mation that will help companies make

decisions about buying and selling.

Educational background: Degree in
business, marketing

Starting salary: $12,000 to $17,000

After several years: $27,000

Occupational therapists

They help handicapped adults and

children in schools, hospitals,

clinics, and camps.

Educationaltbackground: Degree in
occupational therapy

Starting salary: $16,700

After several years: $19,000 to $23,000

112
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Personnel workers

They are responsible for finding

good people to work in a company.

Educational background: Degree in
business

Starting salary: $16,100

After several years:. $21,000 to $31,600

Directors: $27,719 to $49,730

Police officers

Responsibilities range from control-

ling traffic to preventing and

investigating crimes.

Educational background: High school
diploma usually required. Civil ser-
vice requirements (usually). Some
college training may be necessary.'

Starting salary: $13,000 to $16,500 ,-

After several 'vears: $19,100 to $20,500

Public relations workers

They keep the public informed about

the company.

Educational background: Degree in
business, writing, or public relations

Starting salary: $10,000 to $13,000

After several years: $29,000

134
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Purchasing agents

They buy services and supplies for the

company.

Educational background: Degree in busi-
ness administration or purchasing

Starting salary: $16,200

After several years: $20,300

Service workers

Examples of these are workers in

cleaning service, food service (in-

cluding chefs and cooks), health

service, child care workers, hair-

dressers and barbers.

Educational background: On-the-job
training or one or two years of
training in a vocational school or
community college

1.;Ja

Starting salary: $5,255 to $16,494

After several years: $8,600 to $18,500

Urban and regional planners

They plan urban and rural community

growth.

Educational background: Graduate work
(2 years) in urban/regional planning

Starting salary: $13,800

After several years: $24,000

114
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Now write a realistic career plan. Use the

questions below asa guide. You may choose

one of the careers described in this lesson

or think of another one.

A-1 What do you consider to be your strong
points (in personality and skills)?

A-2 What activities do you envoy the most?

A-3 What are your values?

A-4 po you like to make decisions?

A-5 What two or three occupations interest
you?

A-6 Write an advantage and disadvantage of
each occupation.' Think of what the job
offers in terms of money, travel oppor-
tunities, chances to meet people,
responsibility, and so on.

A-7 Which occupation interests you the
most? Why?

A-8 How can you achieve this career?

a. What skills or abilities do you
need?

b. How will you obtain thesi skills?

c. What other actions must you take to
achieve this career? (Think about
high school courses, marriage plans,
money, and so on.)

A-9 What will you gain if you choose this
career?

A-10 What will you give up if you choose
this career?

A-I1 What people (now or in the future) might
encourage you to prepare for this career?

A-12 What people (now or in the future) might
discourage you?
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.,

,,

Activity B:
Writing a personal career plan

Using the an4Wers .to A-1 through A-12, write

a short career plant Include:

The career you want

ihrny you want it

How you plan to achieve it

%. Read your plan to the class.
-



TEACHER OVERVIEW FOR LESSON 18

Duration: One class period

Purpose: To encourage students to have a positive attitude
toward learning math

Student Objectives:

To state attitudes toward math and related career aspirations

To identify factors that improve competence in math

Teaching Suggestions:

All levels: All activities

(This lesson is important, since it provides an opportunity
for students to make personal and/or group decisions using
the information learned in the unit.)

.

Vocabulary: No new words

' Evaluation Activity: None

Background:

The following is the main point of the lesson. Make sure
to emphasize it as often as appropriate.

High motivation, a positive attitude, and participation
in math courses and related activities are major factors
that contribute to a person's success in math.
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Lesson 18: Changing Your
Feelings about Math

Activity A:
Learning to like math

.AIMME=1=,

Here are some reasons one student said she

was afraid of math.

Because it is like a foreign language

Because I feel stupid in math class
3

Because I'm not good at math

Can people who don't like math change their

feelings about math?

To find out, read the following story.

I

I

Clarissa

Clarissa had just begun to see the

importance of math. She used it in

doing many basic things, such as plan-

ning how to spend her allowance. She

also realized that the careers in

which she was interested required

some math.

1
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Clarissa did not enjoy math very

much. In fact, she had either day-

dreamed through all of her math classes

or missed them completely. But now she

decided to change all that and learn

some math.

Clarissa began by paying close

attention in class the next week. But

she still couldn't understand what was

going on. She was a little frightened

but still determined to learn. She

wondered where she should begin. Per-

haps her aunt Pearl, who was an

engineer, could help. Clarissa went

to see her. She gave Clarissa some

basic math books and showed her how to

learn one step at a time. Clarissa

also had a friend, Jerry, who was good

in math. She asked Jerry to help her

understand math.
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Slowly Clarissa became more at ease

with math. Each time she solved an-

other math problem, she felt a sense

of excitement and pride. Some of

her classmates began asking Clarissa to

explain math to them. Success at math

felt so much better than failure.

Clarissa promised herself she would

continue to learn new things about

math.

Now form a group with three or four other

students. Discuss the questions below.

Choose a group recorder to write your group's

answers.

A-1 list suggestions that could help to
change a person's negative attitude
toward math.

A-2 What facts about the usefulness of math
might help someone change her or his
t6itude toward math?

14iA-3 W t things can parents, teachers, and
friends do to help girls feel that math
is for females as well as males?

14

A-1 Sample answers. Seek encouraged
ment from people who enjoy
math; strive to Improve math
skills (a person who is good in
math will naturally have a more
positive attitude toward math);
see relevance to the work world
and everyday living; realize that
math is not lust for males

A-2 Sample answers Because of
growth on technology, math is
required in an increasing number
of careers; many math-related
occupations are high in salarY and
Prestige,

A3 Sample answers. Parents and
teachers can Pncourage girls to
become interested in traditionally
male careers that require a math
background; Iriends can accept
the idea of girls being good in
math rather than feel that
girls should take little or no math
in high school.
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Activity B:
How do you feel?NIF
B-1 Has this unit made any differences in

your feelings about math? If so, how?

B-2 Have you changed your plans about how
much math you are going to take in high
school? If so, how?

B-3 Has this unit made a difference in your
thoughts about a career for yourself?
If so, how?

Activity C:
Class wrap-up

C-1 Discuss your answers for Activities A
and B.

C-2 Discuss the careers you chose in
Lesson 17. Compare the careers boys
chose with the careers girls chose. Do
girls feel they have as many choices as
boys have? What factors may discourage
girls from taking math in high school
or preparing for careers in college?

120
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Name

DECISIONS ABOUT MATHEMATICS

UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST

Scction I: Multiple Choice or Short Answer

Lesson 3

1. 1101ow is some information about how Alice, a 13-year-old
girl, spends her time each day. Complete the frequency
table. Find the total for each day.

School House & Family Care Homework

Sun: 0 hrs Sun: 5 hrs Sun: 2 hrs
Mon: 5 nrs Mon: 6 hrs Mon: 3 hrs
Tues: 5 hrs Tues: 8 hrs Tues: 1 hr
Wed: 5 hrs Wed: 4 hrs Wed: 3 hrs
Thurs: 5 hrs Thurs: 5 hrs Thurs: 3 hrs
Fri: 5 hrs Fri: 5 hrs Fri: 2 hrs
sat: 0 hrs Sat: 7 hrs Sat: 1 hr

House & Family Ca

[ School

Homework

Total

Sun Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Total

I

1111111111

Directions: Use the information from your frequency table in
question 1 to answer questions 2 and 3.

Hew many hours each week does Alice spend in school?

3. On Tuesday, what is the total number of hours Alice spends
at school, doing house and family care, and doing her homework?
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Directions: Below is a list of weekly incomes for women and men.
Use these data to answer questions 4 through 6.

Men's
Weekly Income

Women's
Weekly Income

$160 $100
170 105
190 120
200 120
220 140
230 145

4. a. What is the mean of men's income?

b. What is the mean of women's income?

c. Is the mean income higher for men or for women?

5. a. what is the mode of men's income?

I.

i

b. What is the mode of women's income?

6. a. What is the median of men's income? iN
I

b. What is thelmedian of women's income?

Lesson 7

Directions: Answer questions 7, 8, and 9, using the data in
this table:

Median Salary
for Full-Time Workers in 1973

White women = $ 6,544
Minority women = 5,772
White men . = 11,633
Minority men = 8,363

7. what was the median salary for minority women in 1973,
rounded to the nearest hundred?

8. What was the median salary for white women in 1973,
rounded to the nearest ten?

9. What war the median salary for white men in 1973,
rounded to the nearest thousand?

144
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10. Read the following problem and put an X by the correct answer.

X = (***)

Y = (0000)

The ratio of X to Y is:

a. 3:7
b. 4:3
c. 3:4
d. 7:3
e. None of the above

11. 25z of 20 =

12. The figure below shows the percent of women and the percent
of men who are professional and technical workers (examples:
teachers, professors, doctors). What is the ratio of women
to men among professional and technical workers?

Professional and Technical Workers

i

Lesson 9

&0%

Women Melt

/ Li
13. Here are some data on the number of women,.who were lawyers

and judges during selected years. Using the data, complete
the pictograph in the space given below.

Data Number of Female Lawyers and Judges

1950
1970
1976

10,000
15,000
40,000

Key: = 5,000 females

Year

1

INumber of Female Lawyers and Judges

I

140

123
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14. Complete the histogram below, using the following data:

Percent of Women and Men
in Selected Jobs

100

i) 0

80

70

20

10

0

W

Women Men

Doctor 13% 87%
Nurse 97% 3%
Engineer 2% 98%
Secretary 98% 2%

Percent of Women and Men in Selected Jobs

M M W M W M
I

rt

---,

Doctor Nurse Engineer Secretary

E:I w . Women III M = Men

15. According to the histogram, in which job is the
percentage of women the lowest?

a. Doctor
b. purse
e. Engineer
d. Secretary

16. According to the histogram, in which job is the
percentage of men the lowest?

a. Doctor
b. Nurse
c. Engineer
d. Secretary

124
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17. Draw a line graph that sh)vs two sets of data--one for men and
one for women--in the space given below. Use the following data.

Degrees below the Bachelor's Degree
Awarded to Men and Women

Year Men Women

1972 180,000 130,000
1973 190,000 150,000
1974 200,000 170,000
1975 210,000 180,000
1976 230,000 200,000

The numbers are rounded to the nearest ten thousand. Use a
solid line for the data on men ( ) and a broken line ( )

for the data on women.

230

220

210

200

190

180

170

160

150

140

130

1972

Degrees below the Bachelor's Degree
Awarded to Men and Women

1973 1974 1975 1976

Women Men

18. According to your line graph, is this statement true or false:

The number of women receiving degrees increased each year
from 1972 to 1976.

True False
----

14i125
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19. In 1973, the distribution of women workers in different job
types was as follows:

+

61Z white-collar workers
16% blue-collar workers
227 service workers
1% farm workers

Use these data to make a circle graph, in the circle below.
Label each section according to whether it represents white-
collar workers, blue-collar workers, service workers, or
farm workers.

Distribution of Women Workers by Job Type, 1973

20. According to the circle graph, the majority of women
workers are in which job type?

a. White collar
b. Blue collar
c. Service
d. Farm

126
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Section II: Attitude Inventory

Directions: Show how much you agree or disagree with each state-
ment by writing a letter next to it, using the
following code. There are no right or wrong answers.

a = strongly agree
b = agree
c = not sure
d = disagree
e = strongly disagree

1. Studying mathematics is,just as appropriate for women
as for mn.

2. Girls can do just as well as boys in mathematics.

3. It's hard to believe a female coin' be a genius in
mathematics.

4. Girls who enjoy studying math are a bit odd.

5. I am sure that I can learn mathematics,

6. I think I could handle more difficult mathematics.

7. I have a lot of self-confidence when it comes to math.

8. I'm not good at math.

9. I'm not the type to do well in math.

10. For some reason, even though I study, math seems very
hard for me.

11. I'11 need mathematics for my future work.

12. Knowing mathematics will help me earn a living.

13. I will use mathematics in many ways when I am an adult.

___ 14. Mathematics will not be important to me in my life's
work.

13. Taking matAematics is a waste of time.

16. 1 expect to have little use for mathematics when I get
out of school.

14ii
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Section I

Lesson 3

1

DECISIONS ABOUT MATHEMATICS

ANSWER KEY TO UNIT PERFORMANCE TEST

. Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Total

House & Family Care 5 6 8 4 5 5 7 40

School 0 5 5 5 5 5 0 25

Homework
N..

2 3 1 3 3 2 1 15

Toial 7 14 14 12 13 12 8 80

2. 25 hours

3. 14 hour's

Lesson 5

4 a. $195

b. $121.67

c. Men
S

.5 a. None

b. $120

6 a. $195

b. $120

Lessoa 7

7. $5,800

8.. $6,540

9. $12,000

D

.

Lesson 8

10. c

11. 5

12. 2 to 3 (or 4 to 6, or 40 to 60; may also be expressed as a
fraction)
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13. Key: = 5,000 females

Year Number of Female Lawyers and Judges

1950 1.1
.

1970 11 I

1976 11 1 1 1 1 11

Lesson 10

14.

100

9C

80

70

z 60

IA 50

40

30

20

10

Percent of Women and Men in Selected Jobs

Doctor Nurse

W = Women

Engineer Secretary

M = Men
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15. Engineer

16. Secretary

17. Degrees below the Bachelor's Degree
Awarded to Men and Women

[

/1

/7

/

/

L
//

1973

Women

131

1974 1975

Men

1976
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19. Distribution of Women Workers by Job Type, 1973

61%

white-
collar
workers

20. White collar

16%
blue-collar
workers

22%

service
workers

132
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1%
farm workers
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Section II: Attitude Inventory

To obtain an attitude score, use the following system:

Foe items 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, and 13:

a = 4 points

b = 3 points

c = 2 points

d = 1 point

e = 0 points

For items 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 16:

a = 0 points

b = 1 point

c = 2 points

d = 3 points

e = 4 points
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